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ThC2 Hitachi 6309: 
A POWERFUL ALTERNATIVE 

ost CoCo 3 owners wish there were some 
way they could alter their machines to 
make them run faster; while owners of PC 
compatibles have for years been buying 

POWER BOOST: 
faster and faster computers, the speed at which the CoCo exe
cutes programs has remained the same since the CoCo 3 was 
introduced. 

Some OS-9 users and hardware hackers 
have been so desperate to squeeze addi
tional performance out of the Color Com
puter that they've tried various bizarre and 
chancy hard
ware modifica
tions - a few 
have gone so 
far as to install 
a faster clock 
crystal. (They 
did achieve 
roughly a I 0-
percent in-

SIPIEIEDING UP 

Chris Burke learned of the hidden regis
ters, instructions and modes of the Hitachi 
6309 roughly a month before the Chicago 
1992 CoCofest, and it immediately occurred 
to him that he could use these enhance
ments to make OS-9 software (system and 
applications) execute more quickly. In one 
month, Chris devised over 50 separate 
patches to modules in the OS-9 system. 
These patches have become an important 
part of a new product Burke & Burke calls 
Power Boost. 

The PowerBoost package includes a 
Hitachi 63B09E, a 40-pin socket and a 
specially formatted disk inclurling the 
patches toOS-9,as well as some patches to 
Disk BASIC. The idea is that you replace the 
68B09E in your CoCo 3 with the socket and 
6309, then patch the software to take ad

crease in 
speed, but at 
the expense of 
rendering most 
monitors use
less with the 
CoCo because 
the timing of 
the video sig
nal was also 
affected.) 
Such a modi
fication is 

vantage of the new features, in
creasing the speed at which the 
CoCo 3 performs. 

D Added 6309 Regis tors The patches Chris had 

more a curious intellectual exercise than 
any kind of practical route to speeding up 
the CoCo 3. 

Now, however, a sounrl and reliable 
means exists for speeding up program exe
cution on the CoCo 3, at least under OS-9 
Levell!. by 10 to 30 percent (possibly up to 
50 percent in the ncarfuturc). This means is 
the Hitachi 6309 microprocessor, which is 
available through electronics part• houses 
and as part of a complete kit, called Power
Boost. sold by Burke & Burke (see the 
review. at right). The potential importance 

of the 6309 microprocessor to Color Com-
puler users has come to light, thanks to the 
recent unofficial release of information 
about the chip. 

The 6809 and the 6309: 
A History nf the Technology 

As most CoCo users know, the micro-
processor used in the Color Computer 3 is 
the Motorola 68B09E. The 6809 family of 
microprocessors was engineered using 

See 6:XJ9 m Page 15 

devised prior to the Oticago show 

I 

produced a noticeable and impressive speed 
increase in a CuCu 3 running OS-9 Level IT. 
How impressive is impressive? A given 
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md1 r e took 8.75 seconds without the 
patches installed and 5.5 seconds with the 
patches - a 40-percent speed increase. In 
another test in which the CoCo 3 was asked 
10 read a full megabyte of data from a hard 
drive it took 55.5 seconds without the 
patches and 39.5 seconds with ·the patches 
-again a throughput increase of about 40 
percent. In a more dramatic (but less truly 
meaningful) demonstration, performing a 
cobb 1 e r to a RAM disk took 20 seconds 
without the patches and only 1.8 seconds 
with patches. What this would translate to 
for "cobblering" a floppy disk is dependent 
upon the efficiency ofthe data transfer from 
the system to the drive. It is important to 
note, too, that these figures represent per
formance increases while in the emulation 
mode of the 6309, not the native mode in 
which fewer instruction cycles are required. 

The OS-9 patcher program Chris sup
plies is an exceptionally professional item. 
As it installs itself, it goes one by one 
through the modules, shows the user which 
modules it recognizes as patchable, and 
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THE RAINBOW 

Winthrop, Maine, where there are eighr CoCos in the computer lab 
in my classroom. We receive THE RAINBOW and RAINBOW ON DISK 
each month, and many of the programs you have provided are 
illlegrated illlo my math and science courses. The CoCos are in 
constant use by my students. 

A Promising Education 

During our study of solving equations in one unknown, I de
cided to challenge some of the students in my Algebra I course by 
havinl?,them create a program to solve equations in several forms. 
Once they understood how to solve the equations by hand, the 
students set about teachir1g the computer to solve the equations 
electronically through BASIC. 

It is common knowledge that computers, CoCos included, are 
widely used in the field of education. But those of us without 
cb.ildren, or whose children have fmished their educations, often 
lose sight of just how important and effective the use of computers 
can be when combined with traditional educational methods. And 
there are several approaches that can be taken to enhance the 
educational process through the use of computers. 

The work went slowly at first, but once the students gor into the 
project, it proceeded quickly. Since many of the students had little 
programming experience, I helped with some of the mechanics of 
building a menu-driven program. The result is Equation Solver, 
which the class and I hope will inspire other algebra students to try 
their hands at programming. BIISIC is alive and well in Mr. 
Teague's Period I algebra class. 

The most common strategy used today is the drill program, a 
program with which students are quizzed by the computer. Work
ing much like flash cards, such programs are useful for teaching 
everything from simple math and spelling to anatomy and chem
istry. 

Keep these great programs coming. We look forward to explor
ing the disk each month. 

Sincerely yours, 

Another tactic is to first teach the given subject through tradi
tional methods. Then after the students have a basic understanding 
of the subject, the computer is used to present concrete examples 
(proof) of the material learned. This approach is used by Louis 
Toscano in "The Electronic Blackboard" (THE RAINBOW, Septem
ber 1987, Page 1 06). As he explains in that article, Mr. Toscano 
first introduces the concepts of calculus, then uses the CoCo to 
show the students how the graphs and equations relate in physical 
terms. 

Mr. Bob Teague and students: 

Jaime Clark 
Dana Fales 
Levi Huntley 

Crystal Pendexter 
Barbie Williams 
Frank Fitzgerald 

A third approach is to teach the material in a traditional manner, 
then let the students actually use what they have learned in a 
physical way. While it seems this method is used less frequently 
than the other two I've mentioned, it can be highly effective since 
the students are given some way to mentally base the material
they are given a tangible use for the material, reinforcing their 
learning efforts. This approach has been used by Bob Teague, a 
RAINBOW reader. We recently received the following letter from 
Mr. Teague and his algebra class: 

Amy Phillips 
Amy Bryant 

Jess Shepard 

Darcy Dunn 
EthanFoyt 

Marty Matthews 
Lynn Scribner 

Eric Weber 
Veronica Guimont 

Mike Murphy 
Ethan Savage 

Enclosed with the letter was a disk containing the result of Mr. 
Teague's class's efforts, which I am printing here for your use and 
educational benefit. 

I think the students in Mr. Teague's class deserve, at the very 
least, a big pat on the back, as does Mr. Teague. 'Their creation, after 
all, is the very meaning of education. 

Dear Sir: 
I teach mathematics and science at Winthrop High School in 

16K ECB • T he Listing: EQUA T1 ON 

1 'EQUATION SOLVER 
2 
3 'COPYRI GHT (C ) 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT, INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
10 REM EQUATION SOLVING PROGRAM 
20 REM BY PERIOD 1 ALGEBRA CLASS 

AND MR. BOB TEAGUE 
30 CLS 
40 PRINT''EQUASOLV ••••••• EQUATI 
ON SOLVER" 
50 PRINT" 
60 PRINT 
70 PRINT" 
T 
80 PRINT" 
90 PRINT" 
100 PRINT" 
110 PRINT" 
120 PRINT" 
130 PRINT" 

140 PRINT 

M E N U" 

CHOOSE FORM:":PRIN 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
(6) 

X+B-C" 
AX-C" 

AX+B-<:" 
X/ A-C" 
AX/6-<:" 
EX IT PROGRAM 

150 PRINT" ENTER CHOICE (1 - 6 
)" 

160 INPUT C 
170 IF C<1 OR C>6 THEN 150 
180 ON C GOSUB 200,300,400,510,6 
111,720 
190 RUN 
200 REM X+B-C TYPE SOLUTION 
210 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"X+B-C SOLUTI 
ON" 
220 PRINT 
230 INPUT"ENTER B":B 
240 INPUT"ENTER C":C 
250 LET X-C· B 
260 PRINT : PRINT"X +":B:"-":C:PRI 
NT 
270 PRIN T"VALUE OF X IS ":X 
280 PRIN T: PRINT"ENTER TO CONT!NU 
E" 
290 INPUT C$ : 1F C$-"" THEN RETUR 
N 
300 REM AX- C TYPE SOLUTI ON 
310 CLS: PRINT: PRI NT" AX-C SOLUTIO 
N" 
320 PRINT 

330 INPUT"ENTER A":A 
340 INPUT"ENTER C":C 
350 LET X-<:/ A 
360 PRINT:PRINT A:"X -":C:PRINT 
370 PRINT"VALUE OF X IS ";X 
380 PRINT :PRINT"ENTER TO CONTINU 
E" 
390 INPUT C$: IF C$-"" THEN RETUR 
N 
400 REM AX+B-C TYPE SOLUTION 
410 CLS: PRINT: PRINT"AX+B-C SOLUT 
ION" 
420 PRINT 
430 INPUT"ENTER A" :A 
440 INPUT" ENTER B" ;B 
450 INPUT"ENTER C" :C 
460 LET X-(C·B)/A 
470 PRINT:PRINT A;"X +":8:"- ";C: 
PRINT 
480 PRINT"VALUE OF X IS ":X 
490 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER TO CONTINU 
E" 
500 INPUT C$: IF C$-"" THEN RETUR 
N 
510 REM X/A-C TYPE SOLUTION 
520 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"X/A-C SOLUTI 
ON" 
530 PRINT 

Letters to the 
RAINBOW 

Back on Track 
Editor: 

I just started my subscription to TilE 

RAINBOW and am thrilled to see a magazine 
devoted to the Color Computer. After hav
ing my PC stolen, I wasn't ready to invest a 
major amount of money into another, then 
buy all the software again. So I took my 
CoCo 3 out of mothballs, plugged in several 
programs and rediscovered the CoCo magic. 

540 INPUT"ENTER A" :A 
550 IN PUT"ENTER C": C 
560 LET X-A *C 

- Lonnie Falk 

570 PRINT :PRINT"X /" : A:"-": C:PRI 
NT 
580 PRINT"VALUE OF X IS ":X 
590 PRINT :PRINT"ENTER TO CONTINU 
E" 
600 INPUT C$: If C$-"" THEN RETUR 
N 
610 REM AX/B-C TYPE SOLUTION 
620 CLS: PRJ NT: PRINT" AX/ B-C SOLUT 
ION" 
630 PRINT 
640 INPUT" ENTER A" ;A 
650 INPUT" ENTER 8" :8 
660 INPUT" ENTER C" :C 
670 LET X- (8*Cl/A 
680 PRINT:PRINT A:"X /":8:"-";C: 
PRINT 
690 PRINT"VALUE OF X IS ":X 
700 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER TO CONTINU 
E" 
710 INPUT C$: IF C$-"" THEN RETUR 
N 
720 CLS:END 

Now, I'm investing in most of your ad· 
vertisers to upgrade my computerto its full 
potential. A friend came over and watched 
me put the CoCo through some of its paces. 
He was impressed with its performance 
and color graphics (and he owns a 386-
basedPC). 

I had almost forgotten the fun of writing 
my own programs -the sense of accom
plishment and satisfaction from designing 
and debugging. I hope in the not-too-dis
tant-future to submit short "fun" programs 
for RAINBOW readers. Until that time, your 
publication helps me in my search for all 
the tools and accessories available for my 
CoCo 3. Thank you for a fine monthly 
publicatio n and a double kudos to your 
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------------------------------------------------------------------~~-------readers and advertisers for keeping the CoCo 
alive. 

CJ. Ryan 
ST 3, USCGC Gallatin 

Governors Island 
New York, NY 10004 

Needs a CoCo 3 Replacement 
t:ditor: 

We have fourdifferenttypes of comput
ers in our household (Apple, Atari, TI and 
CoCo), and the CoCo is my favorite. Now 
my CoCo 3 is on the fritz, and I want 
another one. If one of your readers has a 
CoCo 3 he wouldn't mind parting with, I'd 
really appreciate hearing from him. 

Jason Sikes 
6209 NE 96th Avenue 

Vancouver, WA 98662 

Thanks for Scratching Our Backs 
Editor: 

Having worked in retail bookstore op
erations and purchasing for a number of 
years, I know the costs and problems in
volved in dealing with dealers and whole
salers, all in the name of "distribution." I 
have watched each month the shrinking 
size of THE RAINBOW, the format changes, 
the shrinking size of the advertising base, 
the letters and readers becoming more criti
cal (and no doubt, loss of subscriptions), 
and the smaller size of articles and pro
grams. The general public does not realize 
what it takes to get a publication in print or 
the money and time involved in getting it to 
the reader. 

We are a dying breed out here, and you 
are our only stable contact. With everyone 
so quick to bail out on us, you seem to be 
trying to do anything and everything pos
sible to continue your support to us. People 
are always very quick to c riticize when they 
do not like something, but are not always so 
quick to help. These people need to be 
encouraged to support you more with sug
gestions. submissions and involvement with 
the only lifeline for their CoCos. They need 
to support the advertisers more, or they too 
will be gone- and subscriptions alone do 
not pay the bills. This is a readers' publica
tion, and only by their input will it continue 
to be so. 

After years of newsstand purchasing, I 
have finally subscribed. I also purchased a 
number of back issues - within two weeks 
they were here. I was one issue short, and 
with a quick call to your 800 number I was 
assured it would be on its way without 
delay. Please compliment your staff on the 
service they provided. 

For what it is worth. you have my sup
port and dollars as long as you need them. 
With my subscription, you pledged to sup
port me with your magazine. In tum , my 
pledge is to try to be a better and more 
supporting reader in whatever way I can. 

Editor: 

Peggy.!ohnson 
490 Benjamin Moreau 

Le Gardeur, Quebec J5Z 4lA 
Canada 

In Defense of the 68000 

I have never had any complaints with 
THE RAINBOW, but after reading "Print #-2" 
in the May 1992 issue, I want to give my 
opinion about the new OSK/68000-based 
computers. 

I am very pleased with the service my 
CoCo has given me over the last three 
years, and I will keep it as long as it displays 
the Disk Extended BASIC message when I 
turn it on. But if I ever need to have more 
power, I would really like to use one of the 
new 68000-based computers. I have used 
MS-DOS, and I think OS-9 is more power-

ful. Besides, I am already familiar with OS-
9 because I have used it on my CoCo. 

In his May column, Lonnie said the main 
reason the new computers will not serve us 
well in the future is because of the lack of 
software. From what I have read in THE 
RAINBOW, the CoCo was in a similar posi
tion when it was introduced 12 years ago. 
There were only a few ROM Paks from 
Radio Shack and nothing more. It was the 
support and dedication of the CoCo Com
munity that made the CoCo the great ma
chine it is today. 

If we give this same support and dedica
tion to the companies and programmers 
developing software for the new machines, 
we will make the new computers as good as 
the CoCo, with the same variety in software 
and hardware. And the CoCo Community 
will continue to exist for many years to 
come, with THE RAINBOW right there with 
us. Thank you for letting me express my 
opinion. 

Editor: 

Luis Tanon Garcia 
P .O. Box475 

Naranjito, PR 00719 

Adventurer Needs Help 

Help! How do I get that stupid parrot to 
eat the birdseed on the string in the game 
Caladuril, Flame of Light? Anyone who 
can help, please write to me. 

Editor: 

Johnnie Hirst 
P.O. Box 2092 

Beeville, TX 78104 

Do Unto Others ••• 

At first I dido 't care for the new format 
of THE RAINBOW, and I seriously thought 
about not resubscribing. But after having 
the chance to get used to the new format, I 
like it. As other readers have pointed out, it 
is easier to read without the glare from the 
glossy pages. The ads are larger, and I find 
it much easier to handle while I read it. 

Other people have valid points too, re
garding the bulkiness and the awkwardness 
of storing THE RAINBOW. But people must 
realize that with time comes changes, and 
we must adapt to those changes. 

Sometimes I get tired of reading letters 
in which people "cry" because of the new 
format or the reduced size. I wish these 
people would ask themselves, "What have 
I done to support THE RAINBOW recently? 
Have I submitted an article? Do I support 
the advertisers?" 

Come on, people, get with it. If we lose 
our RAINBOW, we have nothing. Do your 
part. Support any way you can. All we need 
to do is stick together to keep the CoCo 
Community together. As John F. Kennedy 
might have said, "Ask not what your RAIN
now can do for you, ask what you can do for 
your RAINBOW." 

Timothy Neihouse 
P.O. Box 122 

Beauy, NV 89003 

Moving to a Hard Drive 
Editor: 

I have spent countless hours trying to 
install a variety of games and uti I ities on my 
CoCo 3's 10-Meg hard drive. Most have 
worked with only a few modifications, but 
some are just too stubborn. Can someone 
help me out? The problem programs are 
Sub Bailie Simulator (Epyx), Laser Sur
geon (Activision), Flight Simulator II 
(subLogic), Donald Duck's Playground and 
Winnie the Pooh in theHundredAcre Wood 
(Sierra On-Line), and finally Multi-Vue (I 
can't even get it to recognize the hand drive 
as a floppy-based program). 

With all the time I've spent on this, I also 

discovered something of interest: Interbank 
Incident and Mickey's Space Adventure will 
work on a hard drive under OS-9 Level ll if 
you use a Levell boot disk. It is really handy 
not to have to flip through all those disks! 

Finally, why do some of my games that 
use artifacted colors display the color green 
instead of red (when I press PI-Reset)? Is a 
chip frying out on me? This began happen
ing only a month or so ago. My system 
includes a 512K CoCo 3, an MPI (not 
upgraded), a Magnavox 8CM-515, two 
DSDD 5\4-inch drives and a I 0-Meg hard 
drive. 

Jeffrey Hess 
1305 Lowe Street-Lower 

Green Bay, WI 54301 

We're not quite sure where the problem 
is, but our first suggestion is that you play 
with the Color and Hue controls on the 
Magnavox monitor. It is very easy to get 
some "lmusual" color combinations if these 
controls are little out of adjustment. 

Looking for Continued Support 
Editor: 

Last December I received a CoCo 3. I 
was so pleased with its performance that I 
upgraded it to 512K. My shock came when 
I learned that this excellent machine has 
been discontinued by Tandy. 

I need your help in finding materials 
(software, hardware, etc.) that will work 
with this system. I have been looking 
through my copies of THE RAINBOW and 
tried to contact the various merchants I 
dealt with for my CoCo J. The majority of 
my letters are either returned or I am receiv
ing responses that the companies are out of 
business. Would you please let me know 
who I can contact that is still offering serv
ices for this system. 

JohnMaes 
1789 Terrace Heights Lane 

Reno, NV 89523 

A s you have found, many past advertis
ers and vendors of CoCo products are no 
longer in business. This unfortunate situ
ation is what makes communication through 
such sources as THE RAINBOW and Delphi so 
important-there are many others out here 
who might be able to help. You should be 
able to contact any current advertiser, and 
users on Delphi may be able to point you in 
the direction of vendors who don' r adver
tise in THE RAiNBOW. 

Stop the Presses 
Editor: 

Thank you for the information, programs 
and general assistance your magazine has 
provided me over the last 10 years. Al
though I'm not too crazy about your recent 
change to the tabloid format, THE RAINBOW 
is still very useful. 

Since first getting into OS-9 about two 
years ago, I have been trying to figure out 
how to send printer codes to my DMP-1 07 
from within OS-9. I recently discovered a 
simple command, display, that solves this 
problem. I'm sure experienced OS-9 users 
are already aware of this, but those who are 
still experimenting may find it useful. 

To use display, enter the command 
followed by the various codes you want to 
send to the printer (to change fonts, styles, 
etc.), then redirect the output to the printer. 
The printer codes you want to send must be 
entered in hexadecimal format. For ex
ample, the following command changes the 
DMP-1 07 to elongated print: 

d1 spi ay 1b e >fp 

where I b is Hex for 27 and e is Hex for 14. 

The> /p string tells OS-9 to send the output 
of this conunand to the printer. 

I hope this information is useful to those 
readers who are still learning how much 
power they have with OS-9 on their CoCo. 

Eu?,ene Wilkinson, Jr. 
230 Northway Park Road, Apt. #7 

Machesney Park, IL 61111 

Dynaca/c sans Linefeed 
Editor: 

Thanks for providing the patch to Dy
naca/c for eliminating the extra linefeed 
(May 1992, Page 2). Is there also a patch 
that would allow me to use the High Reso
lution Joystick Interface from Tandy? 

John French 
1619 Court Street 

Redding, CA 96001 

_ ,xx;c n , m: ,,;, • 
T.H.e .iWNBOW welcomes lettlril;io the 

editor, Mail" Should be addressed to: Let
ters to Rainbow, The Falsoft Building, 
9509 U.S. Hwy 42, P.O. Box 385, Pros
pect, KY 400.59. Letters should include 
thewriter'sfull nameandaddJ:ess.Letters 
may be edite!!.for clarity or ~<j"\)Qnse:rve 
space. ·' .. " · · •· 

Letter$totheeditormayalsobesentto 
us througlr our Delphi CoCo SlO • . From 
theCoCoSI:O>prompt, enter RA I to gel to 
the Rainbow Magazine Service$ area of 
the SlG. Ar the RAINBOW> prompt, 
enter l£T to reach the LE'ITERS> ptmnpt. 
then se~ Letter$ for Public!IOOn· ~ 
sure IQ mciude,yout complete llap1e and 
address. ···· 

POKE 

Wh.;n writing educational software, it is 
impqrtant,tllat your creations be as "goof
proof' as pos,~ible. There are ~<everal poke~ 
that, when used on a CoCo 3 (or a 64K 
CoCo m tbeall-RAM mode), can help with 
this. To disable the CLEAR key. especially 
when a prQgra.m i$asking foruserinput,use 
POK~ 4189.3.0. To restore CLEAR·key 
o~ration i()n<l_l'ffial, use POt<E~l893.lZ9, 
Similartyi+ to · keep SHIFT~,Bac'kspace 
(SHIFI.'•Ieft arrow) from erasing !he entire 
current input line, use POKE 41909, 0. To 
restore this, use POKE 41909, i?.l, 

Again, these pokes require that the CoCo 
on which they are used be in the all-RAM 
mode, Since the CoCo 3 is always in the all
RAM m~.' this isn't a big problem for 

users. Owners of 64K CoCo l and 
CoCo 2 machines can use the following 
short program to put their computers in the 
all-RAM mode prior to issuing the above 
pokes: 

10 'ROMRAM " 
20 ClEA1(•999 . . ' 
30 DATA 26,80 .190,128,0,183,255, 
222 .166~ 128 
40 DATA 183,255,223.167,3.1,140.2 
24,0,37 .241.57 
50 FOR l•lT021: REAOA$ :AS-AHCHRS 
(A):NEXT I 
60 P-V ARPTR:(A$ )+ 1 
70 POKE P;l26 
8{) EX(C ,p '"· 
90 PlHtWBASIC IS NOW '" RAM" 
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Feature Program 

To Hex With Decimal 
W hile working with the Color Com

puter, I often need to convert num
bers from the decimal {base 10) numbering 
system to hexadecimal (base 16). In the 
direct mode under Disk BASIC, this is easy 
to do using PRINT HEXS(m) . However, 
while a program is running, converting 
numbers isn't so simple a task. And now 
that I also use OS-9, it is even more of a 
bother. I wrote Hex Chart to end the frustra
tion. 

Hex Chart is a short BASIC program that 
prints a handy decimal/Hex conversion c hart 
on paper. Though you may still need a 
pencil and paper for some simple math, the 
printed chart facilitates conversions. Hex 
Chart requires 16K and Extended BASIC, 
and the program is designed to work with 
any standard printer. If you have a CoCo 3 
and want Hex Chart to print to the screen 
instead, change all PRINTII-2, statements 
to PR I NT and set the screen width to RO 
columns. [Editor's Note: While you can 
change Hex Chart to print to the screen, a 
more efficient approach would be to run a 
stand-alone conversion program such as 
presented in "Base Conversions" (July 
1992, Page 4) by George Que/lhorst.] 

Now let's look at how to use the printed 
chan (see Figure I ) to convert numbers. As 
an example, we'll con vert the decimal 
number 46,253 to hexadecimal. First, find 
on the chart the highest numberthat is equal 
to or less than the original number. In our 

The Listing: HEXCHART 

I ' DECIMAL/HEX HELP CHART 
2 'BY STEVE RICKETTS 
3 'COPY RIGHT (C) 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT, INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
100 PRINTI/·2," ": STRING$(~4."-") 
110 PRINTI/-2, "! Decimal 

to Hex Conversion Help Chart 
!" 

120 PRINTI/·2."!":STRINGS(54,"-") 
: "!": Hl-65536: H2-4096: H3-256: H4-
16:H5-I 
140 PRINTI/-2,"! ": STRING$(54 ."-") 
· "t" 

is~ PRINTII -2,"!": 
160 FOR L-0 TO 15 
170 FOR C-1 TO 5 
180 PRINTI/-2 , " ": HEXS<Ll : 
190 I F C- 1 THfN PO-l *Hl Fl SE IF 
C-2 THEN PD- L*H2 ELSE IF C-3 THE 
N PO- L*H3 ELSE IFC-1 THEN PD-L*H 
4 ELSE IFC-5 THEN PO-L *HS 
200 PS-L EN(STR$(P0))-I 
210 PRINT/1·2 . STRING$(6-PS," "): 
PO:"!": 
220 I ~ C/o-1Nf(C/5)THENPRINTI/ - 2, 
"": IFL-15 AND C-5 THEN 240 ELSEP 
RINTI/·2 ."!": 
230 NEXTC:NEXTL 
240 PRINT// ·2 ,"!":STR!NGS(54."-") ... , .. 
l5e PRINT/I-2,"!(Hex Pos 5)(Hex P 
as 4)(Hex Pos 3HHcx Pas 2)(Hcx 
Pas 1!" 
260 PRINT//-2." ":STRINGS( 54," -") 

example, the number on the chart would be 
45,056, which appears in Column 4 and has 
the Hex digit $B to its left. Now subtract the 
decimal number on the chart from the origi
nal number. In this case, the difference is 
46,253-45,056, or 1197. Again referto the 
chan, this time looking for the highest 
number that is equal to or less than this 
difference. The decimal value 1024 in 
Column 3 f its this , and the Hex digit to its 
left is $4. 

Again subtracting the chart number from 
the number we are converting (1197 - 1024), 
we find a difference of 173. Going to the 
chart, we find the highest number equal or 
less than In is !60 in Column 2, giving us 
a Hex digitof$A. The final difference, 173-
160, is 13. This number is in Column I and 
corre lates to the Hex digit $0. So the deci
mal number 46,254 is the same as $B4AD. 

Note that the columns from which we 
take our hexadecimal digits directly repre
sents the position of the digit in the con
vened number. When converting a number 
that exactly matches one in Column 2, 3, 4 
or 5 on the chan, don't forget to add the 
significant zeroes. For example, in convert
ing 32,768 from decimal to Hex, you ' II find 
this number in Column 4 with a Hex digit of 
$8. After subtraction, we are left with zero. 
So you need to put three zeroes (for col
umns 3, 2 and I) afterthe $8, giving a final 
converted value of $8000. 

The chan printed by Hex Chart is also 

Feature Program 

5 cramble is a guessing game designed 
for any CoCo with at least 16K and 

Extended !lAST<'. It is the first game I wrote 
for the CoCo, and dc,pite its simplicity, is 
actually quite enjoyable. 

When you run Sl'ramhle. the computer 
picks a string of three letters. The object of 
the game b to guess the sequence the 
computer has picked. Make your guess by 
typing three letters and pressing ENTER. 
The computer then compares your guess to 
the three-letter string it picked and tells you 
how close your guess is. It does this by 
printing a string consisting of X's. @'sand 
*'s. An X indicates the letter you guessed 
for that position is correct and in the right 
position in the computer's scramble. An@ 
means the letters is in the scramble but in 
another position, and an* means it is not in 
the scramb le at a ll. 

A s written, you have 20 attempts at 
guessing the computer's scramble . This 
number is set by the statement IF GG-20 in 
Line 140. You can change the number of 
guesses allowed by changing 20 to another 
number. Another modification you might 
try is to have the program reduce the num
ber of guesses allowed after each time you 
correctly guess a scramble. W hether or not 
you modify the program, I hope you have 
fun with Scramble. 

very useful for converting numbers from 
hexadecimal to decimal. Simply rever;e 
the process. For example, starting with 
$12C, you would look up the decimal 
equivalents in the appropriate columns for 
each of the Hex digits. These numbers, in 
the correct position, are 256, 32 and 12. 
Now add the numbers together to get the 
f inal result, decimal 300. 

THE RAINBOW 

Steve Ricketts is a mainframe computer 
operator for a firm in the !'on/and area. 
Steve's greatest CoCo interests are graph
ics and telecommunications, and he is now 
begirwing to delve imo the world of OS-9. 
He and his wife Debbie are the proud par
ents of three daughters. He can be con
tacted at P.O. Box 1048, Fairview, OR 
97024. Please include an SASE when re
questing a reply. 

* * ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

! Decimal to Hex Conversion Help Chart ! 
! ----- ----------------- ---------------------- ---------- ! 
--------------- ------ -- - ------------------------------! 
0 0 ! 0 0 ! 0 0 ! 0 0 ! 0 0 ! 
1 65536 1 4096 ! 1 256 ! 1 16 ! 1 1 ! 
2 131072 2 8192 ! 2 512 ! 2 32 ! 2 2 ! 
3 196608 3 12288 ! 3 768 ! 3 48 ! 3 3 ! 
4 262144 4 16384 ! 4 1024 ! 4 64 ! 4 4 ! 
5 327680 5 20480 ! 5 1280 ! 5 80 ! 5 5 ! 
6 393216 6 24576 ! 6 1536 ! 6 96 ! 6 6 ! 
7 458752 7 28672 ! 7 1792 ! 7 112 ! 7 7 ! 
8 524288 8 32768 ! 8 2048 ! 8 128 ! 8 8 ! 
9 589824 9 36864 ! 9 2304 ! 9 144 ! 9 9 ! 
A 655360 A 40960 ! A 2560 ! A 160 ! A 10 ! 
B 720896 B 45056 ! B 2816 ! B 176 ! B 11 ! 
c 786432 c 49152 ! c 3072 ! c 192 ! c 12 ! 
0 851968 D 53248 ! D 3328 ! D 208 ! D 13 ! 
[ 917504 E 57344 ! E 3584 ! E 224 ! E 14 ! 
F 983040 F 61440 ! F 3840 ! F 240 ! F 15 ! 

---------- --------------- -- -------------------------- ! 
(Hex Pos 5 (Hex Pos 4)(Hex Pos 3J(IIex Pos 2 )( Hex Pos l! 
- - ----- - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -- - - - - - - - - - ---- - -- -- - -- - - -

Figure 1: Printed Conversion Chart 

Trevor Boehm is a tenth-grade student 
whose greatest passion is challenging 
computers with new programs. He has 
participated in several science fairs and 
has received numerous awards for his work. 
He can /Je Contacted at 77 Inwood Cres., 
Winnipeg, MB R2Y 1A2, Canada. Please 
include an SASE when requesting a reply. 

The Listing: SCRAMBLE 

I 'SCRAMBLE 
2 'BY TREVOR BOEHM 
3 'COPYRI GHT (C) 1992 
4 'BY FA LSOFT . INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
1~ CLS: PLAY"OlL8COEFG": PRINT" 

SCRAMBIF 
20 PRINT: PRINT"! AM THINKING OF 
SCRAMBLE OF 3":PRINT"LETTERS . 
YOU HAVE 20 GU ESSES TO SOLVE MY 

SCRAMBLE. ArTER EACIIOr YOUR GUE 
SSES I WILL TELL YOU HOW WELL YO 
U DID BY PRINTING A SET OF * ' S, 

X'S, & @'S. X'S MEANTHAT A LETT 
tR IS IN THE CORRECT" 
30 PRI NT"POSITIDN AND @' S MEAN T 
HAT THE LETTER IS IN THE SCRAMS 
LE BUT ISINCDRRECTLY POSITIONED. 

A • IS ABLANK" 
40 EXEC44539 
50 W-RNO( -TIMER) 
60 FORWO-IT03 :AC-RN O( 26)+64: WDH 

Letters 
WO)-CHRHAC>: NEXT 
70 SCS-WDH1l+W01(2)+WOS(3):GG-I 
80 CLS: PR I NT"GUESS": GG: I NPUTGGS: 
GG-GG+I 
90 I FGG I-SC$THENGOT0150 
100 GP$ ( U-Ltrl S{ GGI, 1): GP$( 2 )-M 
101 (GG$ ,2 .1 ) :GPS ( 3)-RJGHTS(GG$, 1 
) 
110 IFGP$(ll-WO$(l)THENRSS!ll- "X 
" ELSE I FGP$ (1 )- WO$( 2 )THE~RSH l )-" 
@"ELSE! FGP$( 1 )-WDI<3 JTHENRSI( 1 l
"@"E ~SERSS( 1 )- "*" 
120 IFGP1(2l-WDS<2JTHENRSH2l-"X 
"CLSE I FGP$ ( 2 l -WDI (1 JTHENRS$ ( 2 )-" 
@" E LSEI FGP $ ( 2 l-WO$ ( 3 JTH ENRS $ ( 2)
"@" ELSERS$ ( 2 )-"*" 
130 IFG P$(3)-WU$ (3) IHENRS$(3)-"X 
"ELSE I FGP$ ( 3 )-WDS (1 )THENRS$ ( 3 )-" 
@"ELSE I FGP$ ( 3 )-WD$ ( 2 )THENRS $ ( 3 )
"@" ELSERSI ( 3 )-"*" 
140 PR!NTRSI!l):RS$(2):RS$(3) : FO 
RX-1 TOI000: NEXT: I FGG-20THENGOT01 
60ELSEGOT080 
150 FORA-lTOI2:PLAVSTRS(A):NEXT: 
PR!NT"CORRECT ! ! ! ": FORA- ITOI00 
B:NEXT:RUN 
160 FORX-0T02: FORY-12T01STEP-I: P 
LAVSTRHY): NEXT: NEXT: PR I NT"YOU' V 
E RAN OUT OF GUESSES ! ! ! ": FORX 
-lT010BB: NEXT: RUN 
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Ja our 10th YMI' I 
A DI!:CADI!: OJ' SI!:RVI~ TO THI!: COMPU'J'I!:K USI!:Jll 

48&SX•ZO SYSTEMS • $I19S.OO! 
Now You can enter the world of •sa compuUDc at a reuonable coet1 

• 105MB HD UpJrade 
Add $160.00 

• Super VGA Upgrade 
Add$95.00 

the OWL SUPER ATOM • 48& 
JliCh Powered ComputiDII from a local, .... u establlallecl compaAJ. 

• S3MHz/50MHz 1486 baoed S)'otemo wltb Socket for Weltek CoP""'*'""r 
• Sy•tem IUld VIdeo BIOS In Cache 
• Lure Tower Caoe : (33MHz, FCC Clazo B) • (50Mfu, FCC Clazo A) 

• 230 Watt Power Supply A 8 Option Slot. 
• Syetem Price include.: •oMB liD, .CMB RAM, Std.. Reeolutioo Color VGA 

Monitor, Hish Reoolutioo VGA Card, 2 lliJb DeDOit)' Fll'o, MS DOS 6.0 

$1795 I $2095 I $2695 I $3595 
486SX-20 /SA 486DX-33 /SA 486DX-50 /SA 486DX-50 F./SA 

3• YEAR W TY lndudu\SOn~l'"ll k>runlluol•undlul--'f 

OD all systems! ~taoolilcllor.:& H~r ll'ananly on All liard Dri•~ 

OWL SUPER ATOM- 38& OWL SUPER ATOM· SX 

!til 
• 26/40MHz386DX Ba.oc:d & • Small Footprint Case 
• FCC Cl ... 8 Approved , < 

• 200 Watt Power Supply •· . _ _ 

• 7 E•pan.ion Slota 

• 4MB of RAM • .._...,...._....~1 
• 40MB liard Drive [ LIIWI 
• Std. Reoolutloo VGA 

Color Monitor 

$1565/$1645 • 2HIJhDeoait)'Fil'o $1295/$1349 
2510b -&()111Hz • 101 Keyboard 

• MSDOS6.0 
UIIIIHz 25MH& 

• 18126MHz 386Sll: Ba.oed 
• Small Footprint Cue 
• FCC Claa• B Approved 
• 200 Watt Power Supply 
• 7 Ezpaoaion Slot. 
• 2MBotRAM 
• 40MB Hard Drive 
• Std. Reoolutlon VGA 

Color Mo.o.itor 
• 2 lliJh Denali)' FD'a 
• lOllCeyboard 
• MSDOS6.0 

386-SX Notebook Computers 386-DX Notebook Computers 
20Mliz, 60MB HD, 1.4MB FD, 2MB RAM(exp. to 

5MB), VGA MIJX4110 LCD w/32 oludea of gray. Ports: 2 
Ser, 1 Par, 1 VGA, DOS I< Windowo, 7.7LBSI 

JJMHz, 120MB HD, 1.44MB FD, 32KB CACHE, 4MB 
RAM(exp. to 16MB), Std. VGA LCD w/32 gray, ExL 

Keyp•d inc., DOS I< Windowo, 7.7LBSI 

WJj_ UH5. 

OWL COMPUTER SERVICES 
5950 Keystone Drive 

Bath, PA (215)·837-1917 

Kids & Us • BadiaShacJcS St Onu System Computers & Games 
PoUstow11 Ave., RT. 663 

Ptnmburg (215)-679-3389 
Wescosville 

CaUfor Appt. (215)-481-9775 
Muhlenberg Shoppinr PlilUJ 

Retldinr (215)-929.0540 

Floppy Drive Systems 
The Highest Quality for Years of Service 

Drive 0 Systems (Halt Height, Double Sided, 

SOLDOUT! ~ 
WE NEED CONTROLLERS! ~ 

IF YOU HAVE 502 CONTROLLERS, CALL USI 

Drive 1 Systems (Halt Height, Double Sided, 

Direct Drives) $115. 
New 3.5", 720K Drives for OS-9 with case 

& Power Supply $129. SALE! 
Drive 1 Systems have drive, case, power supply. (You may require op

tional cable and/or DOS chtp to use) 

Special for 0/1 Combos (0, 1 ,2,3) $199. 
(WITHOUT CONTROLLER) 

, HALF.• HEIGHT DRIVE i -; 
UPGRADES FOR RS HORIZON· 
' r(;;r?;'if;t;TAL C~~~$ , . ::; 

Why on!y'doublc the l·apacit)fof your 
system ~h~()Yo\1 can1ti(ll<: in.thc:,samc 
cafoli? Kit includes: double-sided l<i fll 
your cak, dli p \u ruili.?Ot h ~ide$ of riCiv 
drive; hardwar~. and detailed instnle• 
ti(>ll§. ~~~,~1! Thk~s ?PlY 5 minutes! · · 

Mod;L Only $119. 
.SOo, so1;~so2 '.: 

:::~l- -~::;:-~:;};fft~:':\: :~::::-,:::. ~:: :;.:-
. ·"'':-::-

~:;:\:1.:Ht.i. : ,.. .,. 

All drives arc new and fully assembled. 
We ship only fULLY TESTED and 
CERTIFIED at these low prices. We 
usc Fuji, YE Data, and other fine 
brands. No drives arc used or surplus 
unless otherwise Slated to you when 
you order. We appear to be the one of 
the few advertisers in Rainbow who 
can truly make this claim. We have 7 
years experience in the CoCo disk 
drive market! We arc able to provide 
support when you have a prohlem. 

I Drives I Year Warranty I 

"f.;A~g~~-~~od~;~:~: .. ~~\ 
•·• .;~rf~,,~N(IJ!lbers ( onJY> . :~f. 

::;~ .. :i:l;~~;t:~ *10f~ ' 
. . c>F~:~1~21H37•1942' ' 

2~··:,!"~~!~x~i~r~~l•. 
OWL WARE Sonware Bundle 

I

Disk Tutorial/Utilities/Games 
DISK TUTOR Ver 1.1 

Learn how to usc your disk drive from 
this multi-lesson, machine language 
iprogram. This tutor takes you through 

~
our lessons and corre~1s your mistakes 
or a quick, painless disk drive introduc
i<>n. (This profcs.•ionally wriucn tulor 

is easily worth the bundle's lotalpricc.) 

3 UTILITIES 
A copy verify, copy, and DOS utility. 

2GAMES 
IWc will select 2 games from our slock. 

hese arc sold for more than $20 each. 

Do not mistake this software with cheap 
'"Public D<>main" software which o<hers~ 
offer. All of this software is eopyrighlcd 
and professional in quality. The tutor is 
unique with us and has helped 
lhousands of new users learn their disk 
drive. 

only $27.95 
(or even better) 
only $6.95 with 

any Disk Drive Purchasell 

fL~ 1 ~~·-lie~J"rjd · 
Agliin ;~t p,J>Opulitfp• 
scnibJc4, and ~s:,st,r.d pgr1> 

~~~~tJ~ 
Llcbthit'Prin~r IJahtlnj, arid Biidt· 
up !Jeh~llliTAJi Wiib'aJI ,~pgra¥~ 
n•artual'eii':lusivewith OWL! ·t·x f· 

-~::~-- -' . ,,,:;: ·:'::·<:>= -.;,>.:· •" !~ :<'\;:': ._:,:~'::~:: . >.: 

Our prices include a discount for cash but 
do nol include shipping. 
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Feature Program 

05-9 Learns to Count 
W hen writing, it is often important to know just how 

long your creation is. Count is an OS-9 version of the UNIX 
we utility, which counts the number of lines, words and 
characters in text files. 

The syntax for Count is: 

count [· lwcl [f1lenamel [ ... J 

To use the program, enter count followed 
by the desired options (if any) and the name 
or path list of the file for which you want the 
count. As the ellipsis( ... ) indicates, you can 
enter several filenames or pathlists to count 
many files in one pass. 

The options available with Count are 
shown in Figure I. You can enter them in 
any order, together following a single hy
phen (· cw) or separately using spaces (·c 

·w). If no options are specified, Count de· 
faults to all three- as if you entered · 1 we. 

· 1 count text lines 
· w count words 
-c count characters 

Figure 1: Cou"~ Optio"s 

When Count goes through a text file, a 
line is counted each time the program en
counters a carriage n::turn or linefeed char
acter in the file. A word is considered to be 
any string of characters that is bracketed by 
spaces, carriage returns, linefeeds or any 
combination of these. The characters 
counted by Count are the printable charac
ters only and do not include spaces, carriage 
returns or linefeed characters. 

The counts for each file specified are 
displayed on a single line in the order lines, 
words, characters and filename. For ex
ample, if you enter count myf11 e. you' ll 
see something like 

313 1404 8454 myfil e 

appear onscreen. If you use Count with 
multiple files. the combined totals of all the 
fil es are displayed following the individual 
file counts. Entering 

count · lc cha pter! cha pter2 

results in the following display: 

313 8454 chapter! 
125 3068 chapter2 
438 11522 tota 1 

If you don't specify any filenames on the 
command line, the standard-input path is 
used and Count accepts text from a pipeline 
or by input redirection. For example, you 
could enter 

list f i le! fi l e2 ! count · 1 

to count the total number of lines contained 
in f il el and f1 1 e2 together. The o utput of 
the list command is " piped" through the 
Count utility. 

If you don't have an OS-9-based assem
bler, use the BASIC09program in Listing 2 to 

generate the executable Count program. 
Those using OS-9 Level I also need to 
change all occurrences of / dd to / dO (or 
another appropriate drive) in the BASIC09 
listing before running it. 

Stephen Goldberg is a dentist and the 
author of the Utilipak series of OS-9 utili-
ties. He can be contacted at 695 Plainview 
Road, Bethpage, NY 11714. Please include 
an SASE when requesting a reply. 

Product Review 

Bible Programs and In
structional Programs: 

The CoCo Schoolhouse 
Educational softwar~ off~rings have 

become fairly limited in the current CoCo 
market, so when one comes along. it is 
usually picl<ed up quicl<ly by those who are 
looking for this type program. Sebastian 
LaSpada's newest products, Rible Programs 
and lnrructional Programs, should prove to 
be oo exception. Each of the two products is 
a cohesive package of related programs 
designed for education. In the case of Bible 
Programs, obviously the teaching is of a 
religious nature. The programs supplied in 
the two packages work with any CoCo with 
at least 32K. 

Bible Programs comes on disk and 
contains several Bible quizzes and two 
adventure programs. Following is a brief 
description of the included programs: 

Bible Scriptures: displays a shon verse 
(or two) from the Bible - you must supply 
the appropriate book, chapter and verse 
numbers for the given verse. Suppons over 
50 questions. 

Bible Scriptures (multiple choice): works 
just like the program above but is presented 
in a multiple-choice format. This version 
suppons 70 questions. 

Bible Questions, Pan I: provides 80 
multiple-choice questions of a general na· 
ture (books of the Bible, locations, events, 
etc.). 

Bible Questions. Part 2: provides 60 
multiple-choice questions about people in 
the Bible and events in their lives. 

Bible Questions. Part 3: offers 50 ques
tions (also multiple-choice) of a "who said 
these words" nature. 

The Promised Land: a tex.t quiz/adven
ture based on the 40-year journey of the 
Israelites from Egypt to the Promised Land. 
You are asked to answer questions about 
the journey, and you must answer each 
question correctly to visit the Promised 
Land. A wrong answer takes you back to 
the beginning of the adventure. Yo u' ll 
probably need a map of the Israelites' jour
ney to succeed - such a map is printed in 
the back of most Bibles. 

THE RAINBOW 

QS-9 • I 
Listing l : Count . as~ 

* ** * * *** * * *** **** **** * * * * ** * * **** **** *** * ** *** *** * 
• COUNT · (c) 1987 by STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG . 
• Use: count [·lwc] [f i 1 enamel [ ... ] . ·1 - count 11 nes . ·w - count words . ·c - count cha racter s . no options - count a l l . 

1fpl 
us e / dd/defs /os9de fs 
endc . 
mod 1 en. name. prg rm+obj ct . reent +2, entry . ds 1 z . 

poi nte r r 11b l pa r amete r pot nte r 
path r 11b 1 Input path number 
totfl ag r11b 1 total flag 
opti ons r11b 1 option bit f l ag 
textend r11b 2 end of text block 
11nes r 11b 7 li ne count f1e l d 
11nesend rmb 9 end of 11 ne count f i eld 
wor ds end rmb 9 end of word count field 
cha rsend rmb l end of cha racter count f iel d 
count all rmb 27 t otal s f i e l ds 
prebuf rmb 1 pre vious l ast chara cte r 
buffe r rmb 1098 t ex t buffe r 

r mb 200 stack 
r mb 200 parameters 

ds 1 z equ 
* 

A Bible Adventure: a text adventure that 
will take you through many scenes and 
events in the Bible. The program follows 
the standard text-adventure format , sup
paning two-word commands and single· 
letter directions (though two supported 
commands not found in most other advcn
tllre programs, PRAY and STUDY, will be 
helpful). A map and clue set is available 
from Sebastian LaS pad a for $3. 

lntructional Prof!,rams offers software 
of a more general educational nature. In
cluded are: 

Vocabulary: given a brief definition , 
you must select the correct word from a list 
of four. This multiple-choice quiz is very 
similar to Readers Digest's "It Pays to 
Enrich Your Word Power." lncludes 100 
questions. 

Math Quiz: presents I 0-question rounds 
in your choice of five areas: addition, sub
traction, multiplication, division and the 
times tables. Suppons four levels in each 
area. 

Homonyms: displays a sentence with a 
blank, which you mu.<tfill using one of two 
words that are homonyms (e.g., dear and 
deer). Suppons 100 questions. 

Spelling: in an interesting twist. this 
program works just like homonyms except 
that the two words are not homonyms. 
Rather they are the same, though one is 
misspelled. The program often supplies 
clues to the correct spelling when the user 
chooses an incorrectly spelled word. 

Guess the Computer's Number: guess 
the number (from I to 100) that the com· 
puter has p icked. This program is intended 
to teach relationships between numbers. 
Unfonunately it exhibits a confusing in
consistency: When I guessed 50 . I was told 
"That is too small !'' ! then guessed 75 and 
was told "You'realmost there!" So l guessed 
85 and got "Still too big. but closer!" Since 
I thought I was coming up o n the chosen 
number from below, I was surprised to see 
the word still in that last message. Where 
did I go wrong' Was 75 the first "too big" 
quess, or was it 85? (The chosen number in 
this case was 72.) 

All the programs in the Bible Programs 
and Instructional ProgramJ packages use 
so llnd and video for an effective presenta-

tion-correct answers are rewarded with a 
flashy block-graphics display. In addition, 
when an incorrect answer is entered. the 
progrums provide the conect answer, which 
I think is an imponant part of the learning 
process. 

T hough they enhance the presentation 
oft he programs, f sometimes felt the sound 
and visual effects were a little overdone. It 
takes a while for some of them to stop 
befofe you can move on. I was especially 
annoyed when! thought the programs were 
waiting for me to press a key, only to find 
out they interpreted that keypress as my 
next answer, causing me to miss a few 
questions accidentally. To the author's 
credit, this is explained thoroughly in the 
manual, but it is hard to get used to in 
practice. Perhaps the displays could be 
shonened, or the author could alter the 
programs to ignore any keystrokes until 
they are requested. 

An important aspect of educational pro
grams is their ability to be modified as the 
needs and educational level of the user 
increases. With the exception of Math Quiz 
and the two adventures, it is possible to 
modify the questions and answers in all of 
the above programs simp I y by changing 
OA TA statements. Though the formats of the 
DATA statement< are not explicitly covered 
in the manual, it should prove to be fairly 
easy for anyone with a bas ic understanding 
o f BASIC to alter them . 

The material presented in these two 
packages of educational programs is appro
priate for users in and beyond the grade
school level. Even many adults will be 
challenged , especially by the two Bible 
adventures. 

All in all, B ible Programs and Instruc
tional Programs are well-designed and easy 
to use. I recommend them for anyone inter
ested in the study of the Bible and/or tradi
tional education. Both packages are very 
rea'onably priced, allowing even those with 
a modest income to take advantage of 
them.(Sebastian LaSpada, 531 Main Street, 
Dunkirk, NY 14048, 716-366-5261: Bible 
Programs. $ 12; lnstructional Programs, 
$10; together, $ 19.) 

- Cray Augsburg 
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Zip _ _ 

uThe Rainbow Book of Simulations (first) 
..J Rambow SJmulatJons Tape (first) 
.J F1rst s~mutanons Package 
.JThe Second Rainbow Book of Simulations 
..JSecond Aairbow Simulations Tape 
0 Second Rairbow SJmulatJons Disk 
0 Second Sjmulations Package with Tape 
0 Second ~mulat!Ons Package wtth Disk 
UThe Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9 
U Rainbow Gu·de to OS-9 Disk Set (2 d•sks) 
.J Rainbow Gu de to OS-9 Package 
U The Windows & Applications Disk for 

The Complete Aa1nbow Guide 
to OS-9 level II. VoL I 

0 The Rainbow Book of Adventures (fi rst) 
0 Ra•nbow AdVentures Tape {first) 
0 F1rst Adventure Package 
W The S.cond Rainbow Book of Adventures 
OSecond Rainbow Adventures Tape 

W Second Adventure Package 

$ .9o95 $ 3.50 -
$~$3.50 _ _ 
s!».90" s 6.oo __ 
$~$4.95 __ 
$.».!)~ $4.95 --
~ $4.95 
sJ.9:96 s 8.95 
$~ $895 
S~$12.95 _ _ 

$3.KJI)' $19.95 -
~$29.95 __ 

$1995 
S.J<95 $ 2.00 == 
$ ~$ 2.00 -
$}£90 $ 3.50 - 
$~$ 695 __ 
$~$6.95 __ 
$?],00 $11.95 --

.J Payment Enclosed, or ..J Charge to: 

...J VISA 0 MasterCard .J Amencan Express 

Account Number 

card Exp. Date _ _ Signatura _ _ _ _____ _ _ 

:JThe Third Rainbow Boof( of Adventures $..»"§5 $ 6.95 _ _ 
JTh rd Adventures Tape $-¥.95 $ 6 95 
.lThrd Adventures Drsk Se.: (2 disks) s.tris $ 7.95 
"3Th rd Adventure Package w1th Tape ~ $1 i .95 
.JThrd Adventure Package w1th 01sk $26:00 $12.95 
'JThe Fourth Rainbow Book of Adventures s..w:95 $ 7 95 __ 
uFoJrth Adventures Tape ~ $ 6.95 
..JFoJnh Adventures Disk ~ $1 i .95 
uFourth AdvBnture PackagB v.ith TapA ~ $13.90 

..JFoJrth Adventure Paci<AgAWith D1sk ~ $1890== 
:JA Full Tum of the Scr&w $19 95 __ 
O tntroductory Guide to Statistics $--6"§5 $ 2.95 __ 
OGvide to Statistics Tape or Disk {irdiCate cho1ce) $~5 $ 2.95 __ 
OGuide to StatiStiCS Package $.1-2'700 $ 4.95 _ _ 

(indicate choice of tape or disk) 
Add $2 per book Sh ppmg and Handling m U.S. 

Outside U.S., add $4 per book 
Kentucky res1dems add 6% sales tax 

CanadJan res1dents add 7% GST 
(Allow 6 to 8 weeks fOt delivery) Total 

Mail to: Rainbow Bookshelf, The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box385, Prospect, KY 40059. To order by phone (credit card orders 
only) call (800) 847~309, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. For other inquiries call (502) 228-4492. 

Pleas• note: The tapes and disks offered by The Rambow Bookshelf are not stand. alone products That1s, they are intended to be an adjunct and complement to the book&. 
Even t you buy the tape -or d1sk, you will sliD need the appropr~te book lor loading: and operating instructions. OS 9 is a regiSiered trademarlol. of the Micfoware Systems 
CorporatiOn. 

September 1 992 7 
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name fcs /Count / 
feb 3 edition number 
fcc /(cll987 S.B.Goldberg/ 

format fcc /0009000 
feb 0 

* I NITIAUZE 

entry clr totflag clear total flag 
cl r path standard i nput path 
Ida 117 set all option bit flags 
ldb ,x+ parameter character 
cmpb II' - options? 
bne findname no, check for filename 
clra clear option bit flag 

optnchar ldb .x+ next parameter character 
bra chkoptn check and set options 

opt nl oop I db ,x+ parameter character 
cmpb 1/$20 end of options? 
bls findname yes, check for filename 

chkoptn orb 1/$20 make lower case 
cmpb 1/'l want li ne count? 
bne checkw no, check for words option 
ora Ill set I i ne flag bit 
bra optn l oop look for more 

checkw cmpb 1/'w want word count? 
bne checkc no, check for char option 
ora #2 set word flag bit 
bra optn loop look for more 

checkc cmpb IJ'c want character count? 
lbne syntxerr invalid option, prompt and quit 
ora #4 set character flag bit 
bra optnloop look for ~ore 

findloop ldb ,x+ next parameter character 
findname cmpb 1/$20 f il ename? 

beq find loop no, look some more 
cmpb II'- hyphen? 
beq optnchar yes. check f or another opti on 
leax -l,x no. reset filename pointer 
sta options save options flag byte 
ldb l/3 six count fields (include total> 

zerofile addb 1/3 three count fields (file only) 
pshs x save parameter pointer 
leax lines,u da ta display area 

i nitloop leay <format,pcr data field f ormat 
moveloop Ida ,y+ field character 

beq endcheck branch i f end of field 
sta ,x+ else move to data area 
bra moveloop get another character 

endcheck decb all fie l ds initialized? 
bne initloop no . do another field 

****************************** * OP EN FILE FOR TEXT INPUT 
*********************•******** 

ldx ,s fi l ename pointer 
l da ,x get character 
cmpa l/$0d filename? 
beq savpoint no, use standard input 
l da 1/read. read mode 
os9 i$open open file 
1 bcs cantopen message on error 
sta path save input path number 
inc totflag count the file 
lda #S0d carriage return 
cmpa ,x end of parameters? 
beq savpoint yes , sa ve the pointe r 
sta - l,x no, CR to end of fi l ename 

savpoint stx pointer s ave next filename po i nter 
* **** ** ******** ** ** **** ** * * ** * 
* READ ANU COUNT TEXT BLOCK 
******* **** * *** ** ** ****** ** *** 
gettext sta 

leax 
ldy 
Ida 
os9 
bcs 
tfr 
leay 
sty 

getcha r cmpx 
beq 
Ida 
cmpa 
bhi 
ldb 
cmpb 
bls 
1 eay 
bsr 

1 incount cmpa 
beq 
1 eay 
bra 

chrcount 1 eay 
docount bsr 

bra 
count pshs 

bsr 
pul s 
1 eay 

count! l db 
I ncb 
Cllpb 
bl s 

prebuf 
buffer. u 
#2098 
path 
iS read 
error 
x,d 
d,y 
text end 
textend 
gettext 
,x+ 
/l$20 
chrcount 
- 2 ,X 

ll$20 
1 i ncount 
words end. u 
count 
#$20 
getchar 
li nesend, u 
docount 
cha rsend, u 
count 
getchar 
y 
count! 
y 
27 ,y 
0 -y 

#'9 
save 

save last character 
start of buffer 
max i mum text l ength 
input path number 
get text 
branch on error 
buffer address 
add to text length 
save end of text address 
end of text block? 
yes, get next block 
get character 
printable character? 
yes. count c haracter 
check preceding character 
end of word? 
no, check for new line 
word count field 
count word 
space? 
yes, don· t count it 
line count fie l d 
count line 
character count field 
count character 
get next character 
save field pointer 
i nc re 11ent count 
retrieve field pointer 
total field pointer 
get digit 
add 1 
more than 9? 
no, save it 

ldb II' 0 
stb ,y 
bra countl 

save stb ,y 
rts 

yes, make it zero 
save it 
ca r ry to next digit 
save digit 
return 

THE RAINBOW 

.. ***************************** * DISPLAY COUNT OR TOTAL 
* **. * *** *** * * **** * **. ** * * **** * 
error 

close 

dototal 
display 

zerozap 

seefield 

nxtfield 

name it 

out 
total it 
names ave 

stand in 

total 

prInt 
pri ntl 

cmpb 
bne 
Ida 
bne 
leax 
bra 
os9 
bcs 
1 eax 
ldb 
l s rb 
pshs 
bee 
ldb 
tfr 
Ida 
cmpa 
bne 
lda 
sta 
decb 
bne 
ldy 
bsr 
leax 
ldb 
bne 
pul s 
bsr 
cl rb 
ldx 
lda 
cmpa 
1 bne 
dec 
bgt 
os9 
leax 
pshs 
leax 
cl r 
bra 

#eSeof 
out 
pa th 
close 
<standi n, per 
names ave 
Hcl ose 
out 
1 i nes .u 
options 

b 
nxtfield 
1/6 
x,y 
,y+ 
11'0 
seefi el d 
/J$20 
-l,y 

zerozap 
IJ9 
pri ntl 
9,x 
,s+ 
display 
X 
print 

pointer 
,X 
!1S0d 
zerofi l e 
totfl ag 
total it 
flex it 
<tota 1 , per 
X 
countall ,u 
tot flag 
do tot a 1 

end of file? 
exit with other error 
input path number 
not standard input, close file 
standard input pointer 
display standard i nput count 
close file 
exit with error 
s tart of display 
get option bit flag 
check fl el d flag 
save options flag 
omit this field 
digit count 
field pointer 
get digit 
zero? 
no, send fie 1 d to screen 
yes. get space 
zap leading zero with space 
done? 
no, check next digit 
field size 
write field to screen 
point to next fie l d 
all f i elds displayed? 
no, displ ay next field 
pathname/total pol nter 
pathname/total to sc reen 
clear error 
parameter pointer 
next parameter chara cte r 
another filename? 
yes. count next file 
more than one file? 
yes. disploy total 
quit 
total pointer 
save total or std input pointer 
total display 
indicate end of program 
display totals or std input 

fcc 
fe b 
fcc 
feb 

/standard input/ 
10d 
/total/ 
$0d 

ldy !1200 
Ida #1 
os9 Hwritln 
bcs out 
rts 

maxi mum length 
standard output path 
print it 
exit with error 
return 

***** ****** ** *** * ***. * *** ****. 
* ERROR MESSAGES 

cantopen 1 eax 
l dy 
bs r 
ldx 

skipfile Ida 
cmpa 
bhi 
bl 0 
lda 
sta 

findnext Ida 
cmpa 
beq 

savenext 1 eax 
stx 
bra 

syntxerr 1 eax 
bsr 
cl rb 
bra 

cant fc c 
syntax feb 
cantl en equ 

fcc 
feb 

emod 
len equ 

end 

<cant,pcr 
#cantl en 
pr i nt! 

0 s 
,x+ 
#$20 
skipfile 
savenext 
#S0d 
-l.x 
.x+ 
1/$20 
f i ndnext 
-l,x 
pointer 
name it 

<syntax,pcr 
print 

out 

can't open message 
message length 
message to screen 
filename pointer 
filename character 
valid character? 
yes, look again 
end of parameters, save it 
carriage return 
to end of fi 1 en a me 
character 
next parameter? 
no, look again 
yes, reset pointer 
save ; t 
filename to screen 

syntax prompt 
prompt to screen 
clear error 
quit 

/**** Can 't open: I 
7 bell 
*-cant 
/ Use: count ( l wc) ( file)( ... )/ 
10d 
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Listing 2 : MakeCount.b09 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
0077 
004C 
0057 
005E 
0077 
0090 
00Al 
00A6 
0080 
00BB 
00Cl 
00C3 
000F 
00El 
0115 
014C 
0180 
0184 
01E8 
~21C 
024D 
0281 
0282 
02 E9 
031D 
0354 
0385 
0389 
03ED 
041[ 
0455 
048C 
04C0 
04F4 
052E 
055C 
058D 
05C1 
05F2 
0623 
0657 
0688 
0689 

HakeCount 
(* Generates the binary module count * l 
(* I evel 1 · change all /dd to /d0 *l 
DI M path,byt:BYTE 
DI M count: INTEGER 
PRINT "Creating count . .• : 
CREATE 1/path, "/dd /cmds I count": WRITE 
FOR count-! TO 469 

READ byt 
PUT 1/pa th. byt 

NEXT count 
CLOSE 1/path 
PRJ NT 
SHELL " attr /dd/cmds/count e pe" 
END 
DATA 135 . 205 , 1.213.0,13.17 .130. 255 .0,49,10,0.67 . 111.117 
DATA 110,244 , 3,40 . 99.H. 49,57 ,56, 55.32,83 ,46,66 . 46 . 71 .111 
DATA 108 ,100,98,101.114,103,48, 48 .48,48,48,48,48. 32,32. 0 
DATA 15.3 ,15,2 .134, 7,230.128,193,45 ,38 ,41. 79,230 ,128,32 
DATA 6, 230,128.193,32,35,30,202.32 ,193,108,38,4 .138,1,32 
DATA 240,193,119,38,4,138, 2, 32, 232,193,99 ,16, 38 ,1, 57,138 
UA lA 4, 32, 2n, 230 ,128,193,32,39, 2~0 ,193, 4~, 39 ,208 ,48, 31 
DATA 151,4 , 198,3 . 203 , 3, 52 , 16,48, 71,49,140,170, 166 , 160,39 
DATA 4 . 167.128.32. 248.90,38.242 .174 .228.166. 132 .129 . 13 . 39 
DATA 21 . 134.1.16. 63 . 132.16.37 .0.221.151. 2 .12.3 . 134.13.161 
DATA 132 .39,2. 167 . 31.159.0 . 151. 61.48 . 200. 62.16. 142 .8.50 
DATA 150.2 . 16. 63.137,37. 68.31.16.49 . 171 . 16.159. 5 .156 .5 . 39 
DATA 229 ,166,128 .129,32.34 , 19.230.30,193.32 .35. 5. 49.200 
DATA 23,141,15,129,32,39. 231,49. 78, 32 , 3. 49,200.32,141,2 
DATA 32.220,52 , 32 ,141,5, 53,32 ,49 , 168,27. 230,162.92,193.57 
DATA 35.6 ,198,48, 231,164.32.243.231.164.57.193 . 211,38. 71 
DATA 150.2, 38,5, 48,140,79 ,32,68,16, 63 , 143,37,57,48 .71.214 
DATA 4, 84,52,4 ,36, 23,198,6 ,31,18,166,160,129,48, 38.7,134 
DATA 32.167.63.90.38,243 .16.142 .0 ,9 ,141, 65,48,9 . 230.224 
DATA 38 .222 . 53 . 16 .141,51. 95.158,0,166,132.129.13 .16.38. 255 
DATA 50 . 10 .3.46. 3 ,16,63, 6 .48, 140. 24.52,16,48.200. 34,15 . 3 
DATA 32.186.115.116 .97 .110.100 . 97.114.100.32.105 . 110.112 
DATA 117.116.13.116 . 111.116.97.108 . 13 .16,142.0. 200 . 134 . 1 
DATA 16,63.140.37.209,57 ,48,140.40. 16 ,142 ,0 . 18 . 141.239 . 174 
DATA 228, 166,128,129,32.34 ,250, 37,10,134,13 , 167,31 ,166.128 
DATA 129 .32.39. 250.48,31,159. 0, 32,154 ,48,140, 22 ,141, 204 
DATA 95,32,165.42 .42 .42 . 42 ,32 , 67. 97,110, 39.116,32 . 111,112 
DATA 101,110,58, 32,7,85,115 ,101,58,32,99 ,111.117,110,116 
DATA 32.91.45,108,119,99 ,93,32, 91,102,105,108,101,93,32 
DATA 91,46,46,46,93,13,95,49,119 

~ 

Submitting Material 
To Rainbow 

Comributioos to TilE RAINBOW are wei· 
come from everyone. We like to run a variety 
of programs that are useful, helpful and fun 
for olher CoCo owners. 

WHAT TO WRITE: We are interest«l 
in what you want to tell our readers. We 
accept for consideration anything that is well
written and has a practical applicati on for the 
Tandy Color Computer. If it interests you, it 
will probably interest lots of others. However, 
we vastly prefer articles v.ith accompanying 
programs that can be cutcrW and run. Tin.: 
more unique the idea, the more the appeal. We 
have a continuing need for short articles with 
short listings. These are especially appealing 
to our many beginners. 

FORMAT: Program submissions must 
be on tape or disk. and it is best 10 make 
several saves. at lea'\t one of them in ASCII 
fom1at. We'J"C" sony, but we do not have time 
to key in programs and debug our typing 
errors. All progrnms should be supported by 
-,orne editorial commentary explaining how 
the prugram works. Wt: also pn:ft:r lhat edi to
rial copy be included in ASCII fonnat on the 
tape or disk. usmg "ny ot the word proce'isors 
currently available for the Color Computer. 
Also. please include a double-spaced printout 
ofyoureditorialmatcrial and program listing. 
Do not send text in all capital letters: usc 
upper- Md lowercase. 

COM PEN SA TION: We do pay for sub
mi:isions. based on a number of criteria. Those 
wishing remuneration should so state wtlen 
making submissions. 

For the benefit of those wanting more de
tailed information on making submissions, 
please send a self-addressed, stamped enve
lope (SASE) to: Submission Guidelines, THE 

!WNBOW, TheFalsoftBuilding, P.O.Box385, 
Prospect. KY 40059. We will send you com
prehensive guidelines. 

P leW;edo not submit material currently 
submitted to another publication. 

.. . .. . .. 
SOFT 

SECTOR 
The PC Compatible Magazine 

Special Back Issue Offer -
Magazines $1 each 
Disks $6 each -
while supplies last! 

TIN PC Com,.tlblo '*•••zlno 

SOFT 
SECTOR- ... , 
SysStat 
Understanding Memory 

Printer Control 

Sorting Array Data 

Eas~· F1le Mar ipulations 
Prompts wth style and more 

SOFT 
SECTOR..,,_ 
Patriotic Graphics 
Maze Escape 
Stellar Blast 
Scrolling 
A Look at Memory 
Util ity Commands 

Technul Q&A and more 

To order, call (800) 847-0309 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. EST. 

BONUS OFFER: 
Soft Sector Binders $3 Each 

~~IF Plug 'n' Go for Your CoCo! 

~khl~ NX-1 020 
ThiS CoCo compatible NX·1020 system sets new standards in color 
printer pertormance ... 225 cps, 4 NLO fonts including Script, plus a 
high speed draft font; but the enhancements don't stop there. Add a 
16k buffer, a special quiet mode, top feed, bottom and rear tractor, and 
the list goes on. Seven on-demand colors, 8 color graphic modes, 
·Epson and IBM emulation for maximum software compatibility. 
Virtually everything desired in a printer is here - speed, color and 
versatility at an affordable price with a 2 year warranty. 

Our Plug'n'Go for the Coco system includes: 
•IIX-1020 Multi Fo11t Color Printer 

• Bllltl Streak Ultima 823995 
• Software Suppott Disk 
• Color Graphics UtilltiBS • s•os"'"'"", i'""'"''' 

~khi~NX-1001 
Th;s CoCo compatible NX· l 001 system ;s fully featured with 4 NLO 
plus a draft font. 10 character sizes from subscript to quadruple size. 
4k buffer. 180 cps. friction and tractor feed. and much much more. 
Backed by a 2 Year warranty. Epson and IBM emulation modes for 
maxrmum software compatibility. A performer so versatile you may 
never exhaust it's creative possibilities! 

Our Pl1g'n'Go for the Coco system includes: 
•IIX·111t11 Multi Font Printer s1aaaa 
• Blue Sttealc Ultima 
• Softwate Suppott Disk • sros"~""' , i""""" 

STAR 24 WIRE PRINTER SYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE! 
CoCo compaUbl11 • &11/or and MDnochromfl • Call for pricing 

The Ultimate Serial to 
Parallel Interface! 
The Blue Streak Ultima 
7 SWitchabte Baud Rates • 300 thru 19200! 

An intertace cable that converts the serial output of a CoCo 1, 2 or 3 
to a standard parallel format, compatible with modern parallel printers. 
Connecting the Uijima isaseasyas plugging in the cable! The four pin 
din plugs into the serial I/O port of your CoCo and the other end, a 36 
pin connector, connects to the parallel port 
of the printer. 
The Ultima is powered with the +5V supplied 
by most prmlers on pin 1 B. If your pnnter 
does not have +5V on pin 18 you'll need to 
add the power option when ordering. 

sass5 
~ $2 Sh•pping 

POWERED VERSION 
ADD$6.00 

Order Your System Today ... Call (513) ,885~5999 
DAYTON ASSOCIATES •'.:it", INC. Visa&MastercardAccepted. ~ Jil l Ohio oesi<knts add 6.5% sales tax COD add 14.00 
9644 Quailwood Trail • Spring Valley, O hio 45370 ~ _ ... ,.. .. ..=~;:O::!'.:.':.:=::."::.'::::;-.::: .. ...,......, 
(PIOflis&r'IJISfefllllllradl.wlefSiill;o~C«J. IIfll il a,.._fd,.. llllfttflnllfNtionalllllinlu~C.,. 

All Dayton Associate's products have 
a 30 day moneyback guarantee. 
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Il-l~ :: ____ -_-_-_-_ J>dphi 
- Bureau 

EDT Change 
Mode 

I described how to use EDT in its com
mand mode a few months ago. This month 
I'U describe how to use EDT in full-screen 
mode on Delphi. First let me remind you 
how to set up for full-screen editing. Type 
/ EC HO HOST to set yourself up and /ECHO 
ECHO to restore the default echo setting. You 
can. of course, make a permanent change of 
your echo setting in the settings menu. 

When you enter EDT and see the prompt. 
type C (short for change). You are now in 
full-screen edit mode. If your terminal 
program is set up for VT l 00 emulation and 
you have told Delphi in the settings menu 
that you are on a VT l 00, and if yourtermi
nal program can emulate the VT100 arrow 
keys. then the arrow keys will move you 
around the screen just as you suspect. There 
are also special functions available through 
the VTlOO keypad. If your terminal pro
gram can emulate a VT100 keypad PF2 
key, then pressing this key displays a help 
screen. Of course, this will also work if you 
have an actual VTlOO. VT52 emulation (or 
a VT52) also allows you to use the full
screen editing mode . 

The keypad keys allow you to cut and 
paste blocks of text, lines, words and char
acters. PF l is called the gold key - press
ing it before certain keys changes the key's 
function. For example, PF4 cuts a line, and 
Gold PF4 pastes that line. To use Gold PF4, 
press PFI then PF4. The help screen dis
plays the function of each keypad key. 

Once you finish editing, press CfRL-Z 
to get to the normal EDT prompt. Of course 
you can switch back and forth between line 
mode and change mode as often as you 
want. From the prompt, enter EX IT to leave 
the editor, just as you normally would. 

DATABASE REPORT 

OS-95/G 

General Information 
SCULPTOR AVAILABILITY ANN. 
FHOGG Frank Hogg 
PNW_COCOFEST 
BACKARE Christopher Johnson 
OS9 UNDERGROUND:NEW MAGAZINE ANN 
MOHRT Tim Mohr 
SIGNETIC DATA AVAI LABLE (FREEl 
LARRYOLSON Larry Olson 
OS -9 FOR MAC: ANNOUNCEMEIH I REV lEW 
FHOGG Frank Hogg 

Applic~tions (680Q) 
MDIR: OSK LIKE MODULE DIRECTORY 
EARTHER Shawn Driscoll 
THEO : THESAURUS PROGRAM 
RA YMA YEUX Raymond Mayeu x. 
PORDER : PURCHASE ORDER PROGRAM 
LUTE Lute Mullenix 
GCAL 1.1: CALENDAR FOR MULTIVUE 
DKINDBERG Darren Kindbcrg 
JUNK : DELETE UTILITY 
WESGALE Wes Gale 
CDIR DIRECTORY/FILE CASE UT!L 
WESGALE Wes Gate 
GSORT V9:NEW SORT FORM -VUE 
WOA Y Jim Munin 
XARC ARCHIVE EXTRACTION UTI LI TY 
WESGALE Wes Gale 
KWIKGEN - DEMO: BOOTFILE EDITOR 
WESGALE Wes Gale 

Telecom (6809) 
RICK ADAMS' UUCP 4. 2 

Random Information 
Over the past year, several people have 

sent various hints my way, hoping they 
would help other Delphi users. In no par
ticular order, here are several hints. 

Mike Dalene (MDALENE) pointed out 
that using the command FILE FORUM . TXT 
NEW in Forum puts all new messages into 
your workspace in the fi le FORUM. TXT. This 
command does not update your high-mes
sage pointer, so you need to use the HIGH 
command in Forum. You could alterna
tively just read the last message by entering 
999999 (or some other absurdly large 
number), and then exit Forum. Either 
method sets your high-message pointer to 
the last message in Forum, preparing you to 
do this again the next time you log on. After 
the FILE command, you can go into your 
workspace and download the file using 
your favorite protocoL Don' t forget to de
lete the file - conserve storage space! 

Frank Hogg (FHOGG) suggested his own 
useful Forum command: READ NEW NS 
FOLLOW LIMIT 12. Let's look at this com
mand one part at a time. READ NEW is simple 
to understand. The next part. N S, is short for 
nonstop and instructs Delphi to Jist all chosen 
messages without pausing at each page or 
between messages. This is useful when you 
can capture to memory or to disk, allowing 
you to capture all new messages and then 
read them offline. FO LLOW means you want 
to follow threads; thus, you won't see the 
messages in numerical order. Following 
threads can help you keep track of the 
discussions you are reading if you log in 
occasionally. Finally, LIMIT 12 is useful if 
you don't generally like reading very long 
messages. You will see only the first 12 
lines of messages longer than 12 lines. 
Delphi adds an extra line of ellipses( ... ) to 
messages longer than I2 lines to indicate 
that you saw part of the message. 

Many months ago, I mentioned that any 
line in a forum message beginning with _ ! 
is a comment that wouldn't be seen by 
people reading the message. Jason Bucata 
(JBUCATA) reminded me that people who 
type /ZDOTS will see these lines! This 
command turns off the Delphi formatter 
and shows you all dot commands. Use I 
NOZDOTS to enable the formatter. 

RICKADAMS Rick Adams 
EDFILES:RIBBS FILE AREA MAN AGER 
WESGALE WesGale 
UNBUNDLE: RIBBS FIDO -MAIL UTIL 
WES GALE Wcs Gale 
USERLOG PROCESSOR FOR RIBBS 
WESGALE Wes Gale 
RIBBS BULLETIN MAINTENANCE 
WESGALE WesGale 

System Modules (6809) 
PARALLEL PORT DRIVER FOR J&M 
WOA Y Jim Martin 
SMARTWATCH CLOCK DRIVERS 
SAM35 Steve Mylonas 
GRFDRV 25 LINE PATCH fOR I -MEG 
DEANHOLDER Dean Holder 
CLOCK UPDATE EDITION 9 
EDDIEKUNS Eddie Kuns 

Games & G raphics 
SPINNING BALLS (V F9) 
DEANHOLDER Dean Holder 
WORD PUZZLE SOLVER/GENERATOR 
WOA Y Jim Martin 
RAYTRACED IMAGES 
GRAPIIICSPUB Bob Momowski 

Music & Sound 
WHEN THE SAINTS ... (UME) 
OS9BERT Bert Schneider 

Programmers IJen 
PASCAL TO C CONVERTER 
ILLUSIONIST Michael Graffam 
TEXT SCREEN MENUS FOR THE COCO 

Jason also wrote that I ENT • shows you 
the names of the last I 0 people to enter the 
SlG, as well as the time at which they 
entered. 

Michael Wright (MIWRIGHT) sent me 
the following message in Mail: 

About four to five weeks ago, we had 
some thunderstorms in this part of Texas 
and I never thought about disconnecting 
my modem from the phone lines (nor any of 
my telephones). I have since replaced my 
modem and three telephones. You may want 
to remind your readers of possible hazards 
to avoid the same. 

April Uploads 
Shortly after finishing the database 

reorganization, Greg Law (GREGL) 
uploaded Alpha Directory a preliminary 
list of all files in the OS-9 SIG databases 
and their full description. Note that this 
upload is in the . ZIP format, so you need an 
unzipping program todearchive it; it is also 
very large. 

Shawn Driscoll (EARTHER) released 
md1 r forOS-9/6809 that works similiarly to 
the OS-9/68000 command of the same 
name. Darren Kindberg (DKINDBERG) 
updated his calendar program for Multi
Vue. Wes Gale (WESGALE) wins this 
month's busy uploader awand! Among other 
contributions are Junk - a safer delete 
utility that copies deleted files to a scratch 
area where you later delete them yourself 
(the files are not deleted). If you have de
leted something accidentally, you can eas
ily retrieve it. His cdi r utility allows rapid 
searching for files using wildcard characters. 
X Arc makes it easy for you to extract files 
from an archive of almost any type without 
having to remember the command-line 
options of each dearchiving program. Wes 
also uploaded a demo version of a fast 
bootfile editor for OS-9/6809. Finally, he 
uploaded a bundle of RiBBS utilities. Jim 
Martin's (WOAY) latest gsort is compat
ible with undel and RBF Edition 30. 

Rick Adams (RICKADAMS) released 
Version 4.2 of his UUCP package. This 
release adds new features and fixes some 
bugs. Eddie Kuns (EDDIEKUNS) contrib
uted the latest updated clock modules for 
the OS-9 software clock and the Burke & 

PAGAN Stephen Carville 

OSK Applications 
DDTEST: DISK DRIVE TEST UTI LI TY 
MARKGRlFFlTHMark Griftl th 
MM/1 STARS DE MO (REVISED) 
WOA Y Jim Martin 
OATADEX - FREE FORM DATA BASE 
PAGAN Stephen Carville 
CHO WN - CHA NGE FI LE OWN ER 
PAGAN Stephen Carville 
CKFILE: CHECKBOOK PROGRAM 
JOHNREED John Wainwright 
TEX : TY PESETT ING PROGRAM 
JOHNREED John Wainwright 
AAPLAY FOR THE MM/1 
MIKEHAALAND Mike Haaland 

OSK System Modules 
SCP68230 : MM/1 PRINTER DRIV ER 
MARKGRIFFITHMark Grift>th 
PTY /TTY MANAGER - BI NARIES 
THEFERRET Philip Brown 

Standards 
STANDARDS PROPOSAL FOR OSK 
OONYAIL Don Vaillancourt 

CoCoSIG 

General Information 
CONGRESSIONAL FAX NUMBERS 
DONHUTCHISON Don Hutchison 
LAWYER JOKES 
DONHtJTCHlSON Don Hutchi <on 

THE RAINBOW 

Burke and Disto real-time clocks. These 
clock drivers are based on the work of 
Rruce lsted (RR!ICE!STED) with additional 
help from Tim Kicntzlc (TtMKIENTZLE). Lf 
you are having trouble with dropped char
acters or terminal programs hanging, this 
clock driver may fix your problems. It 
correctly diddles the GIME to ensure that 
no interrupts are lost. 

If you wantto test your disk-drive speed 
on an OS-9/68000-based system, Mark 
Griffith's (MARKGRIFFlTH) DOT est should 
be helpful. It tests read and write speeds as 
well as track-to-track and average-seek 
rates. John Wainwright (JOHNREED) 
uploaded a port of the popularTeX typeset
ting language including a previewer that 
should work with K-Windows. Mike Haal
and (MIKEHAALAND) released MPl ay- a 
K-Windows program that displays Auto
Desk Animator . FLI and . FLC animations. 

Don Vaillancourt (OONYAIL) uploaded 
the latest version of his OS-9/68000 graph
ics and sound standards proposal. 

If you are feeling politically active but 
don "t know how to get your message where 
it wiU do some good, you will be interested 
in Don Hutchison' s (OONHUTCHISON) 
upload. This file lists all Congressfolk and 
their fax numbers. Now all you need is 
access to a fax machine! Don also contrib
uted a file full of lawyer jokes. Brian 
Flahive (BFLAHIYE) released Easy Reader, 
which allows you to easily read . DOC and 
. TXT files. 

11
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Eddie Kuns is pursuing a doctorate in 
physics at Rutgers University . He lives in 
Aurora, Illinois, and wo rks as a program
mer and researcher at Fermilab. Eddie is 
the OS9 Online database manager; his 
usernante is EDDIEKUNS. 

Utilities & Applicatiom 
EASY READER 1. 0 
BFLAHIVE Brian Flahive 

It is often desirable to know how many 
characters a user has entered in a string after 
an INPUT or LINE INPUT statement is exe
cuted. One way of doing this is to use the 
LEN (length) function (e.g., A-LEN(A$)). 
Another way is to use a peek. Memory 
Location 425 contains the length of the 
most recently entered string; to get this 
information, use A- PEEK(425) . This Iauer 
approach may be just a bit faster than the 
first. 
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CALL FOR • • 

Utilities 

• 
Have you written an interesting utility program for use with 

your CoCo? Perhaps others would find it a useful addition to their 
libmries, too! We arc now making tentative plans for the January 
1993 issue of THE RAINBOW and are accepting submissions appro-

priate for that issue's theme, Utilities. 
We welcome submissions for BASIC as well as OS-9. 

All submissions intended for the January 1993 issue must 
be received by us no later than September 25, 1992, and 

must follow our standard submission guidelines (see Page 9 
for details and address). 

We'd also like to see any other programs you have 
written (submitted material must be the original work of 
the submitting party, or submitted with written permis· 
sion). All submissions are evaluated and considered for - - publication in future issues. 

RAINBOW INDEX 
A complete index for, Jvly t98t thi'Qugh June t984, is printed in 

the July t984 issue. Separate copies are available for$2.50 plus 50¢ 
handling. Indexes for subsequent years are published annually in the 
July issues Of THE RAINBOW. 
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Updating Submission Information 
TilE RAINBOW has received literally 

thousands of programs and articles over the 
years. Obviously we can' t publish all of 
them immediately, so we often hold them 
for possible publication in later issues. Un
fortunately, some of the better submissions 
are being held because the authors have 
moved without notifying us of their new 
addresses. 

If you have submitted a program in the 
past, then moved, please take a few minutes 
to send us a note with your new address and 
phone number. Or if you know of someone 
who fits this description and does not cur
rently read THE RAINBOW, please have them 
contact us. Our address is THE RAJNIIOW, 

The Falsoft Building, 9509 U.S. Hwy 42, 
P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. Send 
updates to the attention of the Editorial 
Department. 

The following products have recently 
been received by THE RAINBOW, examined 
by our staff and issued the Rainbow Seal of 
Certification , your assurance that we have 
seen the product and have ascertained that 
it is what it purports to be. 

CF83-9: Graphic Set, a word set that allows 
PHOOE graphics use through CF83 Forth 
(required, purchased separately). Supports 
all PMOOE commands (though they are named 
differently) for creating, manipulating and 
viewing graphics on the CoCo l, 2 or 3. 
BDS SoftvtJare, P.O. Box 485, Glenview, IL 
60025-0485, (708) 998-1656; $28 with 
printed manual, $15 with manual on disk; 
Canadian orders add $3, all other foreign 
orders add $10; all funds U.S. 

CoCoCassette#117, a variety of programs 
for the CoCo l, 2 and 3. This issue includes 
Boxes, an arcade-type game; Tic Tac Toe 3, 
for the Color Computer 3; Menu, a disk
based menuing system; Muncher, a simple 
text-based PacMan play-alike; Riddle; Lot· 
toGME, a personal lotto game; HCopy, a 
utility for saving graphics images to unused 
RAM for later use; Rahu/'s Quest 3, a 
joystick-based CoCo 3 adventure; Cars 
Typing Tutor, a typing tutor with a twist; 
and Protect, a Tom Mix game. T & D 
Subscription Software, 2490 Miles Stan· 
dish Drive, Holland, M/49424, (616) 399-
9468;$8. 

CoCo Font Pro, a utility for creating, edit
ing, saving and displaying text (using 
HPRlNT) in different fonts on the CoCo 3 
Hi-Res graphics screens. Fonts included 
are normal, normal inverted, picture, script, 
fancy, outline and bold. Extra fonts are 
available. Color Computing Software, 65 
Oak Road, Canton , MA 02021; $14.95 plus 
$1 SIH. 

Life and Death, the game of Life for one or 
two players - play the game instead of 
simply watching it. Written in CF83 Forth. 
Requires at least 64K, one disk drive and a 
color monitor (RGB or color composite) or 
color television. BDS Software, P.O. Box 
485, Glenview, IL 60025-0485, (708) 998· 
1656; $10with printed manual; Canadian 
orders add $3, all other foreign orders add 
$!0; all funds U.S. 

The Rainbow Seal of Certifrcation is 
opert UJ all martufa<'lurers of products 
applicable to the Tandy Color Computer, 
regardless of whether or not those compa
nies advertise in THE RAINBOW. By award
ing the Seal, we certify the product exists
we itave u sample copy and have examined 
it. However, this does flO/ constitute any 
guarantee of satisfaction. As soon as pos· 
sib/e,these products will be forwarded to 
revii!Wers (dr evahiation. 
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I n these days of Nintendo(tm) et al, 
strategy games are sometimes few and 

far between. Uptop isachallengingCoCo3 
game that requires logi
cal skills and the ability 
to plan ahead - no 
thumb-breaking joys
tick action is necessary. 

When run, Uptop 
displays a vertical 4-
by-l 1 grid, the bottom four rows of which 

are ftlled with playing pieces of different 
colors. The object is to move all 16 pieces 

George and Ellen Af
ramonow, two se/f-

1--------'raughr programmers, 
believe computer users need another num
ber cruncher as badly as a pig needs a 
waller. So they like to sir down and enjoy the 
challenge of writing enrerrainmenr soft
ware. They can be contacted at 46 Howe 
Streer,Mi/ford,CT06460,(203)878-3602. 
Please include an SASE when requesting a 
reply. 

as close to the top of the grid as possible. r:"!'"""'!!l!rftr 
The closer you get, the more points you 
score. Ordinarily this goal would not be too 
difficult to achieve. However, let 's take a 
look at Uprop's operation and rules. 

To move, position the flashing cursor 
over the desired piece using the joysticks 
and press ENTER. The selected piece moves 
upward the same number of rows as there 
are pieces in the original row (no piece can 
move horizontally or diagonally). For ex
ample, if you choose a piece in a row with 
three pieces, the selected piece moves up 
three rows. The three rules governing your 
moves are as follows: 

w the square in10 
which you intend to 
move the selected piece 
must be vacant, 

w a piece may not 
be moved into a row that already contains a 
piece of the same color, 

w and the top-most piece on the grid at 
any time may nor be moved one square 
upward. 

Given these rules, we expect you ' II find 
Uprop to be quite a challenge. Points are 

scored only when the 
upper block s are 
occupied; 560 points 
is a perfect score. The 
game automatically 
ends when you can
not make a legal 

1-------- move or when all the 
pieces are in the top 
four rows. Press Qat 
any time to quit or 
start a new game. 
Good Luck! 

·u 
'BY GEORGE & ELLEN AFTAHONOW 
'COPYRIGHT (CJ 1992 
'FALSOFT, INC. 

S 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
10 PALETTE0, 0: PALETTES , 63: HSCREE 
N2: HCLS0: HCOLORS, 0 
15 HPR!NT(l0,10J, "<C>MP OR <R>GB 
?" 
20 1$-INKEYS: IF!$-""THEN20 
38 IF l$-"C"THEN40ELSEI F 1$-"R"THE 
NS0ELSE20 
48 PA : PALETTE0, 0: PALETTE 

""""'-'etlllii.. 8: PALETTE3, 60: PALE 1,1 

!TE 
60 HC LS0 

,63: GOT060 
• 0: PALETTE 

: PALETTE3. 27: PAL 
5. 63: ' 0-BLACK: 1-

: 4-YELLOW: S-WH 

6S HORAW"CSS8BM90, 40R30!0RSBU10R 
3013N Ll1 BRS R3U6R6EU5HL9BF3NU02R 
48EoBR9 Rll02L5011NL2BR9 NRBBE3N 
R3HU6BU3NL2R6F011GBR6 R3U6R6EU5H 
L9BF3NUD2R4S4" 
70 HPR!NT(l9 , I2J, "by" :HPR!NT(9,1 
6), "GEORGE & ELLEN AFlAMONOW" 
7S FORV0-30TOISTEP·4:PLAY"V-VO ;" 
: FORZO- S T01STEP • 3: FORZN-9T01 STEP 
- I: PLAY"L2SSO-ZO : - ZN: ": NEXTZN, ZO 
, VO: PLAY"V1S" 
88 HC LS5: HCOLOR1 : HP 

YOU NEED INSTRUCT 
0, 20) - ( 280, 60), PSET 
1)- ( 280, 61), PSET 
82 l$-INKEY$:1FI$-" 
I $-"N"THEN99 
84 IFI$-"Y"THENGOSUB700ELS[82 
90 DATAI.2.3.4.?.3.4.1.3.4.1.2.4 
'1 ,2,3 
9S OIMA(4,11) 
100 HCLSS:HCOLOR0,5 
110 FORl-1S TO 180STEP1S: HLI NE (130 
• Z J- (190, Z J, PSET: NEXT: FORZ-130TO 
190STEP15: HLINE( Z, IS J - ( Z, 180) , PS 
ET: NEXT 
115 FORZ-1610181 STEP15: Hll NU 131 
, Z J- (191, Z>, PSET: NEXT: FORZ-131TO 
191STEP15 :HLINE( Z, 16) - ( Z, 181 J, PS 
ET:NEXT 
120 X-0:Y1-8: FDRY-0T045STEPIS: 0 
RQ-1 T04 : READZ: HC I RC(E ( X+l38, Y+ 12 
Bl .S. Z: HPAINT< X+138j, Y+l28) , Z.Z:J 
-X+1S:A(Q, Y1 >-Z: NEXTQ:X-IJ:Yz-Y 
1: NEXTY 
130 HCOLDR1 :A-50: FOR'S1'0t 0 TEP2 

: HPRINT( 13, EJ ,A : A-A-10: NEXT: HPRI 
NT< 29,4 l, " SCORE" 
140 HCO LOR0:HL!NEt8.2J-(318,190J 
. PSET ,B:HLINE<60. 6) - (314, 186). PS 
ET, B:HLINE< 12 ,6)- (56, 186), PSET, B 
:HPA!NT(l0,4) ,4,0 
150 HDRAW"BM50, 60Ll2024L8U24Ll2E 
16F16":HPAINH40.58) .2.0 
1S2 HPRINT<3.2J ."UP":HPRINH3.4J 
. "TOP": HPRI NT< 2. 22). "GAlEA" 
199 X-130:Y-165:C-1:R-ll 
200 HCOLOR0: 1$-INKEY$: I FI$-""THE 
NHLINE(X, Y ) - ( X+1S, Y+1SJ, PRESET, B 
: HLINE(X, Y J-(X+1S, Y+1S), PSET, B :G 
OT0200 
210 I FU-CHR$( 13JANOA(C, RJ-0THEN 
200ELSE IF I s-CHR$ ( 13 )THEN300 
220 I Fl$-CHR$ ( 9 JAN OX <175THENX-X+ 
15: C-C+l: GOT0200 
230 I FI$-CHR$ ( 8 JANDX> 130THENX- X-
15: C-C -1: GOT0200 
240 I FIS-CHRS ( 94) ANDY> 1STHENY-Y-
15: R-R-1 :GOT0200 
250 I Fl $-CHR$ (10 J ANDY <165 THENY- Y 
+1S: R-R+1: GOT0200 
255 IFU-"O"THENS20 
260 GOT0200 
300 M-0:FORZ-1T04:I FA(Z,Rl>0 THE 
NM-M+1: NEXTELSENEXT 
310 NR-R-M: !FNR<1THEN400ELSEIFA( 
C, NRJ >0THEN400 
320 FORZ- 1 T04: I FZ- C THENNEXTELSE 
I FA<C. R)-A< Z. NR >THEN400ELSENEXT 
325 IFM>lTHEN330ELSEFORZ-R - 1 TO! 
STEP - 1: I FA( C. Z J >0THEN330E LSENEXT 
327 GOT0400 
330 A(C,NR)-A(C,R):P-A(C.R):A(C, 
R J- 0: X2- 138+( C- 1) *15: Y 2- 23+( NR - 1 
)*1S: HPAINT( X+B, Y+8), S, S: HCIRCLE 
(X2, Y2J, S. P:HPAINHX2, Y2), P ,P 
340 IFR<6THENSC-SC-(6-RJ*I0 
350 !FNR<6fHENSC-SC+(6 -NR J*10 
360 HCOLOR5:HLINE(230,48) - (262.6 
0), PSET, BF: HCOLORl : HPRINT( 29,6). 
SC: HCOLOR0: I FSC- S60THEN500ELSEGO 
SUBSS0: GOT0200 
370 ' IFSC-S60THENS00 
400 PLAY"T2S004ABC02000": HCOLORl 
: HPR!NT( 28 , 16), "ILLEGAL": HPRI NT( 
30 , 18), "MOVE": FORQ-1 T0700: NEXT: H 
COLORS: HPRI NT(28, 16)," ILLEGAL": H 
PRJ NT( 30, 18 J, "MDV E": GOT0200 
500 FOR0-10T060STEP5: PALETTES, Q: 
FORZZ-1 T022: NEXTZZ. 0: PALETTES. 63 
510 HCOLOR1:HPRINT(28.10),"PERFE 
CT": HPRI NT ( 29,12), "SCORE" 
520 HCOLOR1:HPRINT(26,18),"PLAY 
AGAIN?": HPRINT( 29, 20J," (Y /N J" 
530 IS- INKEY$: !Fl$-""THENS30 
540 I Fl$-"Y"THENRESTORE: SC-0: FOR 
ZZ-lTOll: FOR00-1T04: A( 00, ZZ J-0: N 
EXTQO, ZZ: GOT0100ELSE IF I S-"N"THEN 
820ELSES30 
549 'check moves left 
5S0 FOR0- 3T011 : FORA-1T04: I FA (A , 0 
J-0THENNEXT A: NEXTO 
555 M-0: I FD-12THEN640E LSEFOR0-1 T 
04: 1FA(0.0)-0 THENNEXTELSEM-M+1 : 
NEXT 
560 I FD-12THEN640 
56S I FA-STHENNtXTD 
570 CR-0- M: I FCR<1 THENNEXTA ELSE! 
FA(A,CRJ>0 THENNEXTA 
580 IFA-STHENNEXTD 
58S I FD-12THEN640 
S90 FORG-1T04:IFA(G,CRJ-A(A,O)TH 
ENNEXTA ELSENEXTG 
59S I FD-12THEN640 
600 IFA-STHENNEXTD 
604 I FM> !THEN RETURN 
60S I FM-lTHENFORE-0-1 TOISTEP-1: 
IFA(A,EJ>0THENRETURNELSENEXTE 
610 IFA-4THENNCXTO ELSENCXTA 
620 I FD-12THEN640 

THE RAINBOW 

3 
630 RETURN 
640 HCOLOR1: IIPRINT(2S, 13), "NO MO 
VES LEFT": PLAY"T2S002BBB01AAA020 
DO": GOT0520 
700 HCLSS: HPRI NT (1, 1 J. "The obj e 
ct is to move all of your":HPR 
INTO ,2J, "pieces to the top of t 
he grid. Place":HPR!NT0.3J."the 
blinking rectangle over the pie 

ce":HPRINH1.4J."you wish to mov 
e, using the arrow keys,":HPRINT 
(l,S),"and press ENTER. The p 
710 HPRINT( I, S), "and press ENTER 
• The piece is moved":HPRINT<l.6 
J, "upward the same number of spa 
ces as":HPRINH1.7J ," there are p 
ieces in that row.":HPRINT(l,8J, 
" For example: If there are 2 pie 
ces in":HPR!NT0,9J,"that row, t 
he piece moves upward 2" 
720 HPRINT(1,10),"spaces.":HPRIN 
T(l.12J ." ILLEGAL MOVES:":HPR!NT( 
2 , 13),"1) The new space must be 
vacant.":HPRINH2.I4),"2) A piec 
e may not land in a row if":HPRI 
NT0.15J,"there i s already a pie 
ce of the same":HPRINHI.16J,"co 
lor In that row." 
730 HPR!NH2.17>, "3) The topmost 
piece may NOT move one" :HPR!NH 

1.18),"space upward." 
740 HPRINT(8.24J. "Press ENTER to 

continue'" 
759 I FI NKEH-""THEN7S0 
760 HCLSS:HPR!NT(12.1)."SCORING: 
":HPRINT( 1,3), "Points are scored 
only when the":HPR INT(l,4),"squ 

ares up top are occupied." 
770 HPRINH1,S),"S60 Is perfect . 
":HPR!NT(l,7),"The game ends whe 
n you cannot move or":HPRINT(l,B 
),"when all pieces are up top. P 
ress <O>":HPRINT(1,9),"at any ti 
me to quit and start over ." 
780 HPRINH8.24). "Press ENTER to 
begin." 

800 IS-INKEYS: IFIS-'"'THEN800 
810 RETURN 
820 HCLS:Z-21:HCOLOR3:HPRINT(16, 
l),"TH[ CNO":HPR!NT(l6,22) ,"THE 
END" : W$-"T": X-16: GOSUB900: W$-"H" 
: X-17: GOSUB900: W$-" E": X-18: GOSUB 
900: X-20: GOSU8900: WS-"N": X- 21: GO 
SUB900: W$-"D": X-22: GOSUB900 
830 HCOLOR2:HLINE(90,80J-(220,11 
6), PSET . B :HLINE(80. 72)- (230 .124) 
• PSET. B :HPAI NT(82. 78J .0. 2 
8S0 CLS:END 
900 Z- 23:FORY-1T0ll:Z- Z - 1:PLAY"T 
250010" :HCOLOR3: HPRINT( X, Y) ,WS: H 
PRJ NT( X, Z), WS: PLAY"02A": HCOLORS: 
HPRINH X. Y> ,WS: HPRINT( X, Z) ,W$: NE 
XT: HCOLOR3: HPRI NT< X, Y), WS: RETURN 
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BRAND-LABEL DISK JACKETS 
abeling disks is one of those important computer house

keeping chores that is also sometimes frustrating. The little 
gummed labels never seem to stick for long - even if 
they're specially made for disks. I cured this sticky little 
problem by writing a BASIC program to create my own disk 

jackets, complete with printed directory. 

DJACKET is a short CoCo 3 program that 
print~ a disk-jacket outline using standard 
ASCII characters. Make sure your primer is 
online, and run the program. When 
prompted, put the disk for which you want 
to create a jacket into Drive 0. The program 
reads the disk's directory information as it 
prints. When it is finished, you can print 
another jacket or quit. 

After you remove the printed paper from 
the printer, use scissors to cut around the 
extreme outer portion of tbe outline. Then 
fold the form on the three lines indicated in 
Figure 1. Use a little transparent tape: (or 
glue. if you want) to attach the flaps to the 
back side of the jacket, and you're ready to 
go. 

The control codes DJACKET uses to 

achieve a cleaner appearance are in lines 
520 through 540 and lines 570 through 590. 
While the progmm is dc,igned for the Tandy 
DMP-107 printer, these program lines arc 
commented, and it should be ca;y to alter 
the codes to suit your printer. 

Ron Dahlke is a certified auto techni
cian who has worked in the auto·repair 
business since 1985. He purchased his Color 
Computer in 1986tokeep shop records and 
has been programming since that time. He 
can be contacted at W7585 Novak Lane, 
Waterloo, WI 53594, (414) 261-6989. 
Please include an SASE when requesting a 
reply. 

CoCo 3 Disk I f'Pee Sjlaa :":FREE{ ll :~&OSUI 568 
. 128 60SU8 478 

1-------_,,...,...,.,..,.....--J 131 80SUB 46.:GOSU9 478 
Tile IJidaa: DJACKET 

I 'DISK·JACKET PRINTER 
2 ' BY ROM DAHIKF 
3 'COPYRIGHT (Cl 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT, IIIC. 
5 'RAIIIBOII MAGAZINE 
11 CLEAR 5188 
28 0111 f8$(75),08S(ll) 
38 POkE 151,18 ' 1288 BAllO 
41 IIIDTII32:PALETTE 12,63:PALEm 

13,8:CLS:PRINT 
58 PRJIIT" PUT DISK Ill ORIWE 

• R 

61 PRJIIT"l!IIE UP PAP£11 AIIO PRESS 
AliT KEY" 

71 EXEC 44539:PI.JIITI·2:GOSUI 56t 
81 CLS:PAIIIT" IIOIUtiiiG" 
98 GOSUB 458:FOR X-1 TO 3:GOSUB 
468:GOSUB 478:N£XT X 
188 GOSUB 461 
llt 60SUB Slii:PRIIITf·2, TABUil ~w 

148 &OSUB 3SII: GO SUB 228 
151 PIIINT#·2. R+ R :CHR$(1!4); 
STRI116$(!;6,32l;CHRSU24>;• + 

16t Pttt.rt-z.· + R:CHRSU24l: 
~TRINGS(56,32l;CHRS<l24J;" + 

178 PRI11Tf· 2,w + ";CHR$1124); 
~TRIIIG$(56,32) ;CHit$(124) ;" + 

tee &OSua see 
198 FOR X•l TO Z7:GOSUII 498:11EXT 

X 
288 GOSUB 588 
218 GOTO 4f 
228 N :R-1 
231 FOR L-1 TO 15 
241. GOSUB 468 
251 IF 1>68 THEN 341 
268 If LEFTS(F8$(Al ,1)-(MIIUZSS) 
ll![ll 11-11+1 :6010 2St 

U8 If lEfT&(VISU),U..cHil$(8) T 

HEI R•R+l :GOTO 258 
288 IF N-& THEN PR!NT#·Z,TA8(13) 

298 If N-1 THEN PRINT#·2.TA8129l 

ita IF N-Z THEN P1UIU#-2,TA8(45l 

J18 60508 511l:PRINTf z.riiS!Rl: :G 
OSU8 568 
328 R•R+l :N-N+l 
330 IF N<3 THEN 258 ElSE N-8: GOT 
0 341 
341 GOSU8 478:11EXT l:RETURN 
358 Y•l :FOR X•3 TO 11 
361 OSKIS8.17.X.AS.B$ 
378 DIS (X )-AS+l£FTS<8S. U7 I 
388 f8S(Y)••UFTS(D8$U).8)+w.w+M 
IDICDIJ<Xl , 9.3) 
.. f..Y+1 
4elf'Oit-tl-lT07 
418 ftt(Y)'otlfOI(IIft(ll) ,1*32+1,8) 
~.·+NJDS(OI$(Xl.9+1*32.3l 
421 Y..Y+l 
431 IIElT I.K 
;(41~ 
41i1 PRJIIT# 2,STRll!llfC78.91hiETU ... 
.._ Ptl~l·2,tMRSU24l:STRIIIQUS 

OO> 
fl~/1 ~If 
11\tHII . W• 
C• ICICU Ill 
... .rvx~• 111 
c •a 
(,H,~:JS li~ 
t.,.O<-"'.r •~r 

, '32J :CHRHIZ4l; :REI URN 
478 PRIHT#-2, TAB( 53) :CHR$024) :S 
TR!NGS(5, 32 l ;CHRS( 124): RETURN 
488 PRINT#· 2. TA8(7);CHRS(124):ST 
RINGS< 56, 32) :CHRS( 124 );RETURN 
498 PR!NT#·2,STRINGS(6,32):CHRS( 
124 l :STRINGS( 56,32); CHRS( 124): R£ 
TURN 
588 PRINT#- 2, STRING$( 6.32) :CIIRS( 
124) :STRING$( 56,95 l :CHRS< 124 l: RE 
TURN 
5111 A•PEEK(&fi9Cl 
5211 PRINT#·2 ,CHR$(27J ;CHRH!BJ: 

' NLO 18 CPI 
538 PRIIIT#-2,CHU(27J;CHR$(66J;C 
HRS(l l: ' START ITAliCS 
5'1 PRINT#-2,CHRS(271:CHRI(31J: 

' START BOLO 
558 POkE &H9C .A: RETURN 
568 A-PEEK( &H9C l 
578 PIIIIIT#-2.CIIR1(27);CHRSU9J; 

' STANDARD 18 CPI 
588 Plll1Tf·2,CHRS(27};CHRS<66l:C 
fllS(8); ' £10 ITALICS 
598 PRJIITf-2,CHR$<27l:CHRS<32l: 

' £18 BOLD 
688 POIE&H9C.A:RETUAI 

l 

----~~--~~~~~-=======~~~ 

Driller of the Times 

ath Driller is designed as a teach

ing aid for the standard multiplication tables. The 

program works with any CoCo having at least 

16K and Extended BASIC. 
Math LJriller works much like flash cards 

-multiplication problems are displayed in 
rapid succession onscrecn, and the student 
must enter the correct answers. If the stu· 

dent takes too much time entering an an
swerordoesn' t enter the correct an•wer, he 
is informed (with a linle sound help from 
the PLAY command) that he needs to prac 

tice more. If you (or your child) is having 
problems with times tables, give Math 
Driller a whirl. 

Trevor Boelun is a tenth-grade studem 
whose greatest passion is challenging 
computers with new programs. He has 
participated in several science fairs and 
has received numerous awards for his work. 
HP ran be contacted at 77 fnwood CrPs. , 
Winnipeg, MB R2Y JA2, Canada. Please 
include an SASE when requesting a reply. 

16K Extended 

Tht!Jstins: DR l LLER 

1 'MATH DRILLER 
2 ' BY TREVOR BOEIIM 
3 'COPYRIGHT (C) 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT. INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 

• 
10 CLS:PR!NT:PR!NTTAB(9l"HATH DR 
ILLER" 
20 PR!NTTA8(9)"'----
30 X• RND(- TIHER) : X·RND(l2) :Y•RND 
(!2) 
48 TIHER-t :PRINT :PR! NTTA8(4)X: PR 
tN!TA8(2)"X ": Y:PR!NTTA8(2)"-·-

45 D-0+1 
58 PRlNTTA8( 2):lNPUT N 
60 l FN•X*Y THENPRl NTII I 14. "CDRRE 
CT": : C-c+IELSEPRtNTII 174, "WRONG
LEARN IT": :SOUND25,4:W-w-tl 
65 PRl NT II 330, C: "CORRECT" 
78 lFTtHER>21Hl THENPR!NTII 388,"1 
T TOOK YOU LONG ENOUGH !":PRINT" 

R~~matWv~~~ ~~~~s T~A~~~~~;·~~ 
Rl• t 0BTDZBBSTEPt0: SOUND!, 5: NEXT: 
l F N•X*Y THEN C•C-. 5 
80 SOUND 100.7: l F Q-100 THEN 90 
ELSEGDT00 
90 CLS:PR!NT" YOU GOT": C/ 100:" 
PERCENT II!": PR! NT"COWABUNGA, MA 
THEMATI CAL DUDES ! ": EXEC44539: RU 

H t;::\\ 

13 

I 



High-Speed Crystals? 
A I've heard various reports on ln
't_ ternet of folks accelerating the speed 
of their CoCo 3 by dropping in a higher 
speed crystal. Specifically, one person 
reported some degree of success replacing 
the 28.63636 MHz (8x Colorburst fre
quency) crystal used in the CoCo 3 with a 
32 MHz crystal. What are your thoughts 
about this? 

Art Flexser (ARTFLEXSER) 
Miami, Florida 

A I will stick to the position I took in an 
earlier "CoCo Consultations" column: 

Increasing the speed of the clock crystal is 
a foolish pursuit, of interest only to the most 
fanatic of hackers. Yes, Dave Macias re
ports successfully getting a CoCo to work 
with a 32 MHz crystal. But he also ac
knowledges that at that speed he no longer 
can get the video image to sync with his 
Magnavox 1CM135. He was able to per
suade a monochrome monitor to sync at the 
increased sync speed by twiddling with its 
horizontal sync adjustment. It's possible 
that if he messes with the ferrite slug on the 
horizontal sync adjustment in the 1 CM 135 
(assuming the ICMI35 has a standard 
horizontal sync adjustment internally), he 
might yet get his CoCo to sync to it. How
ever, even if he does, the image will likely 
be somewhat distorted. Note that all you are 
getting when you change to a 32 MHz 
crystal is a roughly 10 percent increase in 
actual computer speed, from about 1.9 MHz 
to about 2.3 MHz actual cycle speed. In my 
opinion this is hardly worth the risk of 
unreliable opemtion and the video prob
lems it causes. Dave's report is of intellec
tual interest but not of any practical signifi
cance for those who want to increase the 
speed of their CoCo 3. 

High-Speed 6809s? 
A I've heard that there exist high-speed 
't_ versions of the 68B09E chip rated up 
to 8 MHz operation. Is there any way I can 
use such versions in a speeded-up CoCo 3? 
How else can I increase the speed of my 
CoCo 3? What's involved in putting a CoCo 
3 inside a tower case? 

Wayne Thompson (WTHOMPSON) 
Sachse, Texas 

A As I noted above, it is not feasible to 
increase the clock speed of the CoCo 

3 more than a tiny bit without running into 
serious problems involving the memory 
access and 'Video display. For this reason, 
6809 and 6309 chips rated to run at more 
than 2 'MHz cannot be used at speeds greater 
than 2 MHz inside the CoCo 3. However, if 
you are us ing OS-9, there is one way to 
increase performance: Consider installing 
Burke & Burke's PowerBoost kit. This 
$29.95 kit consists of a Hitachi 63B09E 
chip and patches to the OS-9 software to 
take advantage of the expanded and more -
efficient instruction set of the 63B09E. Chris 
Burke claims that block moves can be 
speeded up 400 percent using the 63B09E 
at the standard 1.89 MHzclockrate with the 
63B09E in native 6309 mode. Since any 

increase in performance will vary with the 
program being run, I'm not sure you can 
expect more than about a 50 percent overall 
increase in speed running ordinary applica
tions. But this is the only sensible route to 
boosting your CoCo 3 's speed without 
compromising the reliability or video dis
play. You do have to have the skill to 
desolder the existing 68B09E inside your 
CoCo 3 and replace it with a socket. Burke 
& Burke supplies the 63B09E, along with 
the patches to OS-9 and a book about the 
6309 processor. 

As for putting a Color Computer in aPe
clone case ... that's the sort of thing that "if 
you have to ask how to do it, you'd best not 
try it." I suggest you consider doing it only 
with direct, one-on-one help from someone 
locally who has already done this. In a past 
"CoCo Consultations," I have given ex
plicit instructions on how to hook a CoCo 3 
to a PC-compatible power supply. Readers 
have reported to me that, by and large, these 
instructions are accurate and that by fol
lowing them they have successfully con
nected a CoCo to a PC power supply. I 
made one minor error in those instructions: 
I stated that hooking up the 78L08 to power 
was required only for CoCo audio. This is 
not correct. You need poweratthe 78L08 in 
the CoCo 3 not only for audio but also for 
composite video. 

WEFAXUpdates 
A In the August 1990 "CoCo Consulta
't_ lions" yuu mentioned there was an 
update to the WEFAXprogram appearing 
in the February 1985 issue of Rainbow. 
How can I obtain such an update? 

Ellis Cornell 
Dearborn, Michigan 

A If you send me$ I 0, I will send you all 
of the latest material I have for 

WEFAX, RTIY and a quality CoCo-based 
Morse Code practice program. These up
dates have not changed in the last three 
years, I should note. They do include printer 
drivers for most older Tandy printers in
cluding most of the DMP-130 series, for 
older Okidata printers, and for older Gem
ini printers. Also included is a send and 
receive version of WEFAX that has been 
used to transmit weather maps to ships at 
sea. The package includes an updated ver
sion of RTIY for the CoCo that supports 
several different baud rates and allows trans
mission of previously prepared and saved 
ASCII files, and saving of incoming text to 
disk as an ASCII file. You can contact me 
.at 1633 Bayo Vista Ave, San Pablo, CA 
94806. 

Spare Motherboards 
A How can !get a spare working moth
't_ erboard for a gray-case CoCo 1, 
Tandy Cat. No. 26-3003A? 

Jnhn L. Van Winkle 
Wickenburg, Arizona 

A Tandy no longer stocks CoCo I or 2 
motherboards. Even when they did, 

such things were not at all economical to 
purchase from Tandy. In big cities, at occa-

sional garage sales and at electronic and 
ham flea markets, CoCo ! 's and 2's sell for 
from $10 to $25 each. That is the best way 
to fix a broken CoCo I or 2. 

Graphics Conversions 
A Those interested in converting . G IF 
't_ files to .MGE-type files should be 
aware that in the CoCo SIG on Delphi is a 
program called NEWGIF.BIN that allows 
you to do this. This program has been in the 
CoCo SIG for a while. Using another con
verter called MGETOCH3.BIN (also avail
able in the CoCo SIG), you can convert 
.MGEfiles to .CM3format. 

John Burke (JBURKE) 
Freemon/, California 

Downloading With Autoterm 6.3 
A I'm having problems downloading 
't_ tokenized BASIC programs and bi
nary programs using Autoterm 6.3. After I 
save the program and then try to load it, I 
gel an IE Error. The manual is very confus
ing and ambiguous on this subject. 

Charles Wiggins {WIGGINSC) 
Tucson, Arizona 

A Charles, the problem you are having 
is due to a bug in Autoterm 6.3. The 

file's length is stored as one byte less than 
it should be, hence the IE Error when you 
try to load it. 1l1ere is a file in the Telecom
munications database of the CoCo SIG on 
Delphi that outlines a procedure for repair
ing such a file. Search the database with the 
keyword AUTOTERM. You will find a file 
written by Tim K.ientzle, based on informa
tion supplied by Richard Gonzales (DRIFI'Y). 
The tix described is as follows: Use the 
editor inAutoterm. If you have a version of 
Autoterm prior to 6.3, use A64 or A32 (not 
Al28 or A512 for they have another obscure 
bug). 

I) Go into Autoterm's text-editing mode, 
and delete any data in the buffer. 

2) Load (SHIFf-CLEAR-L) the faulty 
file (the one with the IE Error on loading) 
into the editor. 

3)Jump pastthe end of the file (SHIFT
Down Arrow). 

4) Press ENTER (or any key). 
5) Save (SHIFT-CLEAR-S) the result

ing file to disk with a new filename 
(otherwise Autoterm will append the new 
file to the old one). 

6) After you have determined that your 
fixed file works, delete the faulty file from 
your disk to prevent any confusion! 

This will add an extra byte to the faulty 
file, fixing it. This procedure may sound 
complicated, but it actually takes only afew 
seconds to do. Thanks to Art Flexser for 
offering this explanation. 

Re-inking Ribbons 
A What is meant by the description in 
~Tandy's computer catalog of my 
ancient LP VII ribbon as being a "re-inking 
ribbon." 

Tom Fann (TOMFANN) 
Akron, Ohio 

A Like many other ribbons, the LP Vll 
ribbon has little rollers soaked with 

ink that rub against the ribbon as it moves in 
what likely is a continuous and possibly 
moebius loop, adding extra ink to it as it 
passes by. But be careful! As a ribbon gets 
used, it gets physically worn and ultimately 
physically tears, often catching a pin from 
the print head and destroying the print head. 
This is an especially nasty problem with 24-
pin printers whose print heads have espe
cially tiny, delicate print pins. 

THE RAINBOW 

A Full Meg of Memory 
A What can you tell me about /-mega
~ byte upgrades for the CoCo 3? You 
mentioned you were using one in a previous 
11CoCo Consultations" column. 

John H. Opheim 
Burt, Iowa 

A Disto/CRC produced a 1MB upgrade 
for the CoCo 3. It was a bit tricky to 

install, requiring soldering a 40-pin header 
to the 68B09E chip in the CoCo. This 
upgrade was of use principly with OS-9 
(after a minor patch was made) and of little 
use to Disk BASIC users. Sadly, CRC no 
longer produces it, so it is generally nor 
available. Occasionally CoCo PRO! has 
used ones for sale, and occasionally one 
gets offered for sale in the Classified Ads 
section of Delphi. 

Simply Better in Parallel 
A I recently purchased Simply Better 
~for word processing. It works fine 
except it will not print through my Disto 
parallel printer port. Even ADOS 3 config
ured for sending output through the paral
lel printer port does not cure the problem. 
Is there a way to fix this? 

Randy E Longshore (RANDY£) 

Alta Lorna, California 

A Art Flexser tells me that he knows of 
no patch for Simply Better to allow it 

to use the Disto Parallel port. Apparently 
Simply Better does not go through the BA

SIC ROM call for printer output, and thus 
ADOS 3 cannot redirect its printer output. 
However, Art suggests a possible solution: 
Use the feature of Simply Beller that allows 
you to save the printer output to disk. Then 
write a two or three line BASIC program that 
you can run under ADOS 3 that prints the 
file. Just open the file, read a line at a time, 
and send that line to the printer, then loop 
back to input another line. Another option 
for ADOS 3 users is the SCANP command, 
which will cause the file to be printed. 

Martin H. Goodman, M.D., a physician 
trained in anesthesiology, is a longtime 
electronics tinkerer and outspoken com
mentator- sort of the Howard Co>·ell of 
the CoCo world. On Delphi, Marty is the 
S/Gop of THE RAINBOW's CoCo SIG. His 
non-computer passions include running, 
mountaineering and outdoor photography. 
Marty lives in San Pablo, California. 

If you've ever printed a long dQCument 
using continuous fan-fold paper, you )mow 
how frustrating it can be to remove all the 
"edgies" or "boles" from the paper. Some 
people do 1his by separating all t~ pages, 
then painmkingly removing the edgies from 
each of them. 

A better way of removing theedgies is to 
leave the pages connecred and sta£ked. As 
lpng as there are no more than a few pages 
(seven or so) in a group, removing the 
edgie~ takes less time. As an added benefit 
the stability gained bywprking wit!\ several 
pages at once helps you remove tile edgles 
more neatly and accurately. 
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6309 From Cover 

NMOS (Negative Metal Oxide Silicon) 
technology. Chips constructed using NMOS 
technology are known for being relatively 
power hungry, and the 6KBU9E in the CoCo 
consumes nearly a tenth of an Ampere, or 
100 milliamps. 

Since the 6809 was originally introduced 
and gained in popularity, programmers and 
system designers wanted a CMOS (Com
plimentary Metal Oxide Silicon) version of 
the microprocessor. CMOS technology 
provides for a tenth the power consumption 
of an NMOS chip while actively executing 
code, and a hundredth (or Jess) the power 
consumption if put into a "standby" mode. 
CMOS technology allows for the design of 
battery-operated systems that, in this case, 
would ordinarily use a 6809. 

Of course CMOS technology is trickier 
to engineer than NMOS, and Motorola ini
tially could not produce such a version of 
the 6809. When the technology came to a 
point where making such a version hecame 
feasible, it turned out Hitachi had most 
experience with such matters. Motorola 
had previously contracted Hitachi for the 
production of CMOS versions of some of 
its other processors, so it was not surprising 
the company went to Hitachi for a CMOS 
version of the 6809, which Hitachi called 
the 6309. 

Current evidence leads me to speculate 
that the engineers at Hitachi approached the 
problem of making the 6309 in a very 
different fashion from the original design
ers of the Motorola NMOS 6809. The origi
nal 6809 was laid out using random logic 
(which is sometimes referred to as "hard 
wired".) In this approach, all machine-lan
guage instructions are created by directly 
using physical arrays of logic elements. 

The Motorola 6809 is one of the last micro
processors designed in such a fashion. 

In 1977 when the 6809 was being de
signed, more and more developers of CPUs 
were using what is called microcode for 
chip design. In this approach, a few very 
simple instructions are actually hard wired 
inside the processor, and code is placed in 
permanent ROM within the C'PU. This code 
executes parts of the simple instruction set 
in order to seem to be executing the actual 
complex instruction set of the CPU chip. 

The microcode approach makes it much 
easier to design, debug and modify a central 
processor chip. In 1977, however, it also 
had one significant disadvantage: Because 
the actual instructions had to be created by 
executing several instructions in a more 
primitive instruction set, a microcoded CPU 
would take more machine cycles to execute 
a particular instruction than would one 
designed using random (hard-wired) logic. 
Indeed, it is for this reason that the hard
wired 6809 could make much more effi
cient useofmachinecycles than its microc
oded competition of the time - that a 2-
MHz 68B09E could get things done as fast 
as other chips of its generation operating at 
up to eight times the cycle speed. 

Nearly ten years passed between the 
time the Motorola NMOS 6809 was created 
and the development of the Hitachi CMOS 
version of the chip. (That's an eon in terms 
of computer-chip development history.) In 
that time, engineers and chip designers 
learned a great deal about how to efficiently 
implement microcode type chip architec
ture, and they can now make a 6809-like 
chip that executes machine-language in
structions as efficiently (and more so) as the 
original 6809, yet do it using microcode 
rather than the hard-wired approach. 

It seems almost certain that the 6309 
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from Hitachi was designed using the mi
crocode approach. I suspect after the engi
neers at Hitachi finished the microcode to 
allow the 6309 to perfectly emulate the 
Motorola 6809, they fount.! there was a lot 
of space left in the internal ROM. They 
apparently used this space wisely and added 
a number of extra registers (see Figure l ) 
and a great number of extra instructions. 
Support was included for moving data to 
and from memory four times faster than the 
6809 could, a 16-bit-by-16-bit multiply to a 
32-bit product, error trapping, and more. 

Even though Hitachi engineers knew 
how to make 6809 machine-language in
structions execute using fewer machine 
cycles than with the 6809, Motorola had 
asked Hitachi to make the 6309 an exact 
pin-for-pin, instruction-for-instmction copy 
of the 6809. So Hitachi had to make a116809 
instructions execute in the exact same 
num her of machine cycles a< they die! on the 
originai68U9. This is important; some 6809 
programs, like WEFAX and RTIY, de
pend on precise timing, which in turn is 
governed by instructions executing in cer
tain known numbers of clock cycles. Had 
Hitachi improved the numher of cycles for 
execution of standard 6809 instructions, 
such programs would cease to operate. 

To counter this requirement, Hitachi also 
built into the 6309 a native or 6309 mode in 
which even the 6809 instructions had been 
recoded to execute in fewer clock cycles. 
Chris Burke's current testing of the 6309 
indicates that, on the average, a 6309 exe
cuting 6809 instructions in the native (6309) 
mode executes those instructions about 15 
percent faster. When in the native mode, 
even when running at the same clock speed 
and executing code that contains only valid 
6809 instructions, a 6309 executes that code 
faster than a 6809. 
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When power is first applied to the6309, 
it wakes up in the emulation (6809) mode in 
which all 6809-type instructions are exe
cuted in the same number of cycles as 
would be wilh a Lrue 6809. (Still, this mode 
supports the powerful extra instructions for 
the extra registers, fast movement of data, 
and so on. The extra instructions should be 
present in all 6309 chips, even when they 
are "pretending" to be 6809s.) If the 6309 
receives the proper code, however, it goes 
into the native mode. It is important to 
understand these two different ways a 6309 
can be used to run code faster than a 6809 if 
you want to fully understand what Bc.~e & 
Burke has accomplished with PowerBoost. 

Is the 6309 Legitimate? 
Since Motorola had asked Hitachi to 

make an exact CMOS version of the 6809, 
we can assume they did not want an en
hanced 6809. They simply wanted an exact 
copy that uses low-power CMOS technol
ogy. Although an immense number of 
enhancements were built into the 6309, 
they could nor be documented or announced 
because this would violate Hitachi's agree
ment with Motorola. When the 6309 was 
released, no one in the U.S. knew of the 
enhancements Hitachi's engineers had 
"secretly" added. Hackers became suspi
cious when they f,mnd that certain improp
erly written programs crashed differently 
on a 6309 than they would on a 6809. While 
information was eventually leaked in Japan 
regarding the extra registers and instruc
tions in the 6309. only recently wa< this 
information translated and made available 
to 6809 programmers in the U.S. Indeed, 
although a handful of insiders may have 
had information about the 6309 for a year or 
more, the vast majoriry of 6809/CoCo/OS-
9 programers in the U.S. learned details of 
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the extra properties of the 6309 around 
April or May of I 992, when a document 
from Japan was circulated on Internet and 
Delphi. 

One question knowledgeable hardware 
tinkerers will ask is, "Can we count on 
Hitachi keeping these extra features in fu
ture production runs of the 6309, given that 
these extra features are not officially docu
mented?" Chris Burke addressed this issue 
in his seminar on the 6309 and Power Boost 
at the Chicago 1992 CoCofest. Chris noted 
that in order to pull the new features from 
the 6309, Hitachi would have to recreate 
the mask of the chip, costing them a good 
deal of money. Thus, although there is no 
guarantee future production runs of the 
Hitachi 6309 will continue to have the fea-

Is the 6309 for OS-9 
Only? 

To take advantage of the 6309' s features 
under OS-9 Level II. one need only update 
the operating system' s modules. Because 
of OS-9 's modularity, performance in
creases starting at this level are automati
cally reflected elsewhere - by applica
tions software. This is not so under Disk 
BASIC because Disk BASIC software spends 
most of its execution time in its own code. 

tures mentioned here (on which Power
Boost depends), it would seem likely that 
this will be the case. Chris pointed out that 
the 63B09E is relatively inexpensive, so 
interested parties might consider buying 
more than one 6309 to assure continued 
access to its features. 

It 's also possible that Motorola would 
get sufficiently upset over what Hitachi did 
to improve the 6309 that it would institute 
legal action to prevent the sale of the chip. 
However, with the 6809 being such a tiny 
fraction of Motorola's business, this seems 
highly unlikely at this time. 

One more thing to remember: Since the 
extra features of the 6309 are not officially 
documented, I would imagine they are also 
not tested in quality control at Hitachi. 

Also, the patches developed so far for Disk 
BASIC use only the emulation mode and are 
somewhat limited in benefit. 

It is possible to take advantage of the 
6309's native mode by entering a few simple 
pokes, and you can gain the benefit of, 
perhaps, a 15-percent increase in through
put. However. unless you also change the 
interrupt routines in Disk BASIC, the system 
will cmsh with any anempt to execute sound 
functions, send or receive data through the 
rear serial port or perform disk l/0. 

Once such patches are in place, though, 

Thus, it's possible that some production 
runs of the 6309 will work fine as 6809 's 
but exhibit problems when used in the na
tive mode or to execute the extra instruc
tions. This too is a theoretical possibility 
that I think is not all that likely to he a 
problem in practice. 

The Future? 
We've already taken a brief look at the 

6309 's performance advantages, hut the 
question as to whether or not the 6309 will 
catch on as a replacement microprocessor 
in privately owned CoCos remains unan
swered. Further, no one can at this time be 
certain there are not undiscovered disad
vantages (or more advantages) to such 

it should be possible to write machine
language programs to fully use the power 
built into the 6309. In support of this, .Bill 
Vergona (of Cer-Comp, Ltd.) has been 
working diligenlly on an assembler specifi
c<tlly designed for use with the 6309 micro
processor. At press-time. Bill said the as
sembler is 95-percent complete. He expects 
it to retail for $59.95, the same price as Cer
Comp's existing assembler fortheCoCo I, 
2 and 3. Once that project is finished, if 
enough interest in the 6309 (and software 
for it) exists. Bill will consider redesigning 

THE RAINBOW 

replacement. THE RAINBOW intends to fol
low this subject closely. and you can expect 
much discussion ofthe6309 to take place in 
my "CoCo Consultations" column. 

Martin H. Goodman, MD., a physician 
trained in anesrhesiology, is a longtime 
electronics tinkerer and outspoken com
mentator- sort of the Howard Cose/1 of 
the CoCo world. On Delphi, Marty is the 
S/Gop of TifF. RAINROW' s CoCo SIG. Hi.< 
non-computer passions include running. 
moumaineering and outdoor photography. 
Marty livrs in San Pah/o, California 

some of his products (specificallyCBASIC 
and Windows) to take advantage of the 
6309. 

It will be interesting in the coming 
months to sec if other software vendors 
follow suit, rewriting existing applications 
and building new ones for the 6309 (we arc 
not currently aware of any others who have 
already patched commercial products). We 
imagine this, too, will depend on the amount 
of interest CoCo users show in the 6309. 
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The Assembly Line 
x- (x 2 - 2)/2 

FIND YOUR ROOTS 
X 2 -2=0 

J\. ~y to the image that may have V \...- fo~d in your mind upon reading the 
title above, this month's installment deals 
not with geneology but with detem1ining 
the roots of an equation (at what points the 
function equals zero). This is one of the 
oldest problems in mathematics. While there 
is no one method that always produces 
correct results, there are several popular 
methods that eventually solve equations to 
a reasonable degree. ln this article I ' ll dis
cuss just one of these methods and use 
graphics to demonstrate the results. 

The Newton/Raphson method of deter
mining roots starts with an approximation 
(or guess) of the correct answer and keeps 
applying an iteration formula to the original 
value to produce new approximations. These 
new values will either approach one of the 
roots, bound off to infinity or oscillate be
tween two values. (A computer program 
can include checks to weed out the last two 
cases.) The formula simply states that a 
better value is equal to the previous value, 
minus the function divided by it's deriva
tive. (fhe derivat ive of Ax" is nA.x"·1; for 
example, the derivative of x2 is 2x.) 

Let's try a quick example and solve the 
equation x>-2=0 using an approximation of 
I for an answer. The method says that a 
better guess is x-{x2-2)/2x or, rearranging 
terrns (x2+2){2x. Trying our guess of 1 yields 
a new value of 1.5. Using this value in the 
same equation we get a better value of 1.42; 
substituting again produces 1.414. Each 
successive step gets us closer to the answer. 
So when do we stop? 

At the beginning of any program for 
determining roots, you need to define a 
tolerance value. When the absolute differ
em:e bt::tween two successive results is less 
than the tolerance. stop; that's close enough 
to the answer. 

Now suppose we had used -I as our 
guess. This time the results would approach 
-1.414. As your equation gets more compli
cated you can't predict what initial value 
will lead to which root. How many times 
you want to keep iterating is up to you. I 
stop after 50 times since most values have 
reached a root by then (except for the ones 
that oscillate). And since division is in
volved, we'll always have to ensure the 
demoninator (the derivative) is never zero. 

On With the Program 
I decided to show the results of root 

determination graphically based on how 
long it takes a value to reach a root. Since 
my program uses PMODE4 with only two 
colors, I have it plot a point only when it 
reaches a root and the iteration count is 
even. This gives the illusion of a contour 
map. The BASIC program shown in Listing 
l is a short demonstration that graphs the 
roots of the equation x'-255x+ 14450. When 
you run it, you ' II see that some values 
produce a root very quickly while others 
take much longer. But that's just a one
dimensional graph. How can we use a y axis 
and get a two-dimensional contour map? 

In previous articles in which we dis-

cussed the Mandelbrot and Julia sets, we 
solved this problem using complex num
bers; because they're two-dimensional, they 
fit right into our root-solving equation. (Try 
to solve x2+ l =0 using our present method!) 

A complex numberZ is made up of areal 
part x and an imaginary part yi (i represents 
the square rootof-1). Now let's try to solve 
Z2+2=0 with a guess of x= l and yi=l. Our 
better guess for Z will be (Z2-2)/2Z. Since 
Z=x+yi, this reduces to ((x2-y'-2)+2cyi)/ 
(2x+2yi), a complex number divided by 
another complex number. To save you time, 
a complex number A+Bi/C+Di results in a 
new real number of the form (AC+BD)/ 
(CC+DD) and a new imaginary number of 
i(BC-AO)/(CC+DD). 

Tills division gives us a new real number 
(RR=O) and a new imaginary number (ll=l) 
which should be closer to the correct solu
tion. We have to compare the differences 
between the old and new real numbers and 
the old and new ima~:inary numbers. lfeach 
is less than the tolerance (I use .000 I) then 
z.,.. is a root of the equation. Using these 
new values, a better result is RR=O and 
II=1.5 . RR willcontinuetoequalzerowhile 
II will approach a root. 

To graphically demonstrate this proce
dure, the program checks all the values 
between, for example, -1 and +I in the real 
(x) direction and -I and+ l in the imaginary 
(y) direction. Each point is be iterated up to 
50 times. Whenever the parts of a z .... are 
almost the same as the z.,.,. the point is set 
if the iteration count is even. The machine
language program shown in Listing 3 car
ries this out using a few short-cuts, which 
are explained in the source code. After 
you've entered the assembly-language list
ing, save it using W ROOTS. ASH and as
semble it using A ROOTS.B!N INS/WE. 

The BASIC program shown in Listing 2 
reads your equation and pokes the neces
sary values into the correct locations. Save 
this program as ROOTS. BAS. Since the pro
gram can graph up to fifth-degree equa
tions, be sure to fill in the blank coefficients 
w ith zeros. Follow the six coefficients with 
the starting x coordinate, the total x dis
tance, the startingy coordinate and the total 
y distance. The program asks if you want a 
small (64-by-64), medium ( 128-by-128) or 
large (255-by-191) display. 

In DATA statements, I've included some 
equations you might try. Notice that I used 
the MKN$( 1 command instead ofVARPTR< >; 
in this way, we don't have to define vari
ables at the beginning of the program. 

Don't look for any great speed in this 
type of program; with up to 50 iterations per 
point and over 49,000 points, it takes a 
while to draw. 1 would put the high-speed 
poke in Line 220 and the normal-speed 
pokeattheendofLine230. Use the smaller 
(faster) display first to find an equation you 
like, then use the medium or large setting to 
increase it. You can zoom in on a portion by 
changing the x and y locations and dis-
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lance,. You might want to add 1 >this pro
gram the zoom routine from my anicle 
about Julia sets (February 1991, Page 30). 

Bill Nee bucked the snowbird 1rend by 
retiring 10 Wisconsin from a banking ca
reer in Florida. The success of his 13 -part 
series, "Machine Language Made BASIC" 
(July 1988 to July 1989), prompled him to 
concinue writing articles abaut Color 
Computer machine-language program
ming. You may contact Bill a1 Route 2, Box 
216C, Mason, WI 54856-9302, (715) 746-
2952. Please include an SASE when re
questing a reply. 
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Listing 2: ROOTS 

I ~ CLEAR2~~, &H6~~~ 
2~ IF PEEK(&H6~AD)<>204 THEN LOA 
OM"ROOTS": POKE&HFF40, 0 
3~ CLS:PRINT" SIZE OF DISPLAY " 
, " <S>mall ",," <M>edi urn",," 
L>a rge" 
40 A$- INKEYI:IF AI-"" THEN 40 
50 IF AI- "S" THEN SX- 64:SY- 64 
60 IF AI- "M" THFN SX- 1?8: SY- 1 ?8 
70 IF AI•" L" THEN SX-256: SY-192 
80 READ N: POKE&H6009 . N: 'DEGREE 0 
F EQUATION 
90 READ C5 :A-C5: LO-&H5067: GOSUB3 
20 
100 READ C4: A-C4: LO- &H606C: GOSUB 
320 
110 READ C3:A- C3:LO• &H6071:GOSUB 
320 
120 READ C2: A-C2: LD-&H6076: GDSUB 
320 
130 READ C1:A- CI:LO- &H607B:GDSUB 
320 
140 READ C0: A-C0: LO- &H6080: GOSUB 
320 
150 READ XC:A-XC:LO·&H600E:GOSUB ..... ~~~--~---.,...~-~.----1 320: READ XO 

• 160 READ YC:A•YC: LO•&H6018: GOSU~ 
320:REAO YO 

64KD1Sk 

Listing 1: BASROOTS 

10 PMODE4 ,I: PC LS: SCREEN I, I 
20 FOR X• 0 TO 255:A-X 
30 FOR Z-0 TO 50 
40 DE·2*A 255: If DE-0 THEN 90 
50 RR-A*A-14450 
60 AA• RR/OE 
70 IF ABS(A-AA)<.0001 THEN 100 
80 A·AA : NEXT Z 
90 NEXT X 
99 GOTO 99 
10~ LINE(X.96) -( X.96-8*Z) .PSET 
II~ GOTO 90 

Listing 3: ROOTS 

00100 Ann FOU I R9C? 
00110 SUB EQU IB9B9 
0012~ MUL EQU 18ACA 
0~130 DIV EQU 18B8F 
~0140 XI EQU $B E 
00150 Yl EOU $C0 
0~160 
~0110 MOH MACRO 
0~18~ LOO ~~ 
00190 STD \1 
0~200 LOO \ 0+2 
0~21 0 STO \1+2 
0~220 LOB 1~+4 
0023~ STB 11+4 
00240 ENOM 
00250 
00260 ZERO IT MACRO 
0027~ LDO ~~~ 

170 XS- XO/SX:A- XS:LO- &H6013:GOSU 
B 320:1F AI• "L" THEN SX•SX-1 
180 YS-YDISY:A-YS:LD•&H601D:GDSU 
B 320:IF AI•"L" THEN SY-SY - 1 
190 POKE&H6~22 , 0: POKE&H6023, SX 
200 POKE&H6~24, 0: POKE&H6025, SY 
210 PM00[4,l:COLOR~.5:PCLS:SCREE 
Nl,l: POKE&H85, 0 
220 'YOUR FAST POKE 
230 EXEC &H60AD: 'SLOW POKE 
240 GOTO 24~ 
250 DATA 3,0,0,4,0,-3,0,-1,2,-1, 
2 
260 'DATA 3.0.0,1,~.0.-1,-1,2,-1 
,2 
270 'DATA 4,0,5,4,3,2,1,-1,2,-1, 
2 
280 'DATA 4,0,5,4,3,2,1, .7 .. 5. 
2 ,I 
290 'DATA 4,9,8,0,-8,0,1, - 1,2,-1 
. 2 
300 'DA TA 5,1, 0 ,0,0,0, 1, -2,4,-2, 
l 

310 'DATA 5,16 .0 , - 29 .0, 5 .~ . 1,2, 
-I ' 2 
320 ZI-MKNI(A) 
330 FOR N•1 TO 5:POKE LO+N-l,ASC 
(Ml0$(Z$ ,N ,I)): NEXT:RETURN 

00280 LOX IIRl CLEAR Rl.ll,R2,!2 
00290 STD ,X++ 
0030~ STD ,X++ 
0031~ STO ,X++ 
00320 STO ,X++ 
00330 STD ,X++ 
0034~ STD ,X++ 
00350 STO ,X++ 
0036~ STO ,X++ 
0037~ STO ,X++ 
00380 STD ,X 
00390 ENOM 
0~400 
00410 COMP MACRO 
00420 LOX ~10 
~0430 JSR IBCI4 
~0440 LOX 11\1 
~0450 JSR SUB 
~0460 LOA $4F EXPONENT 
00470 CMPA !1114 
00480 Bill 12 NOT WITHIN TOLERANCE 
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00500 
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ENDM 

00510 TERM! MACRO 
00520 *ALL REAL TERMS 
00530 LOX H\ 1 
00540 JSR SBC14 
00550 LOX #\2 
00560 JSR HU L 
80570 LOX ll\0 
00580 JSR S8C35 
00590 LOX #\3 
00600 JSR SBC14 
00610 LOX #\4 
00620 JSR NUL 
00630 LOX /i\0 
00640 JSR SUB 
00650 LOX /i\0 
00660 JSR SBC35 
00670 ENOM 
00680 
00690 TERM2 MACRO 
00700 *ALL EVEN IMAGINARY TERMS 
00710 LOB 112 
00720 JSR SBC7C 
00730 LOX il\1 
00740 JSR HUL 
00750 LOX U\2 
00760 JSR HUL 
00770 LOX #\0 
00780 JSR SBC35 
00790 ENOH 
00800 
00810 TERH3 HACRO 
00820 *All 000 IMAGINARY TERMS 
00830 LOX #\ 1 
00840 JSR SBC14 
00850 LOX #\2 
00860 JSR HUL 
00870 LOX #\0 
00880 JSR S8C35 
00890 LOX I\ 3 
00900 JSR SBC14 
00910 LUX #\4 
00920 JSR MUL 
00930 LOX #\0 
009~0 J SR ADD 
00950 LOX II\ 0 
00960 JSR IBC35 
00970 JSR SBC35 
00980 ENDH 
00990 
01000 TERM4 MACRO 
01010 *PART OF ALL TERMS 
01020 COND NARG-4 
01030 LOB #\ 1 
01040 JSR SBC7C 
01050 LOX #\2 
01060 JSR HUL 
01070 LOX #\3 
01080 JSR HUL 
01090 £HOC 
01100 COND 
01110 LOX 
01120 JSR 
01130 LOX 
01140 JSR 
01150 ENOC 
01160 LOX 
01170 JSR 
01180 LOX 
01190 JSR 
01200 ENOH 
01210 
01220 EVEN 
01230 
01240 
01250 
01260 
01270 
01280 PSET 
01290 
01300 
01310 
01320 
01330 
01340 
01350 
01360 

MACRO 
LOB 
BI TB 
BNE 
ENOM 

MACRO 
LOB 
STB 
LOB 
SUBS 
STB 
JSR 
£NOH 

01370 ORG 
01380 NN FC8 
01390 N1 FCB 
81400 TIHES RHB 
01410 ACROSS RHB 
01421! DOWN RHB 
1!1430 HISC RHB 
01441! ZERO rDB 
01450 FOB 
01460 FCB 
01470 XCORN RHB 
01480 XSCALE RHB 
01490 YCORN RHB 
01500 YSCALE RHB 
01510 LEN RHB 
01520 WID RHB 
01530 XX RHB 
01540 AA RHB 
01550 BB RHB 

NARG-3 
1\1 
SBC14 
#\2 
HUL 

#\0 
ADO 
#\0 
18C35 

\0 
11 
\1 

\0+1 
Xl 
WJ0+1 
\1+1 
Yl 
S9374 

S6000 
3 
2 
I 
2 
2 
2 

" " e 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 

01560 RJ 
01570 11 
01580 R2 
01590 12 
01600 0£ 
01610 RR 
01620 II 
01630 TEMP 
01640 C7 
01650 C6 
01660 cs 
01670 C4 
01680 C3 
01690 C2 
01700 Cl 
01713 C0 
01720 RT2 
01730 IT2 
01740 RT3 
01/~0 113 
01760 RT4 
01770 IT4 
01780 RT5 
~1790 ITS 
~18~~ 
~181~ START 
~182~ L1 
0183~ 
0184~ 
0185~ 
01860 
91870 
91889 
91890 
91900 
91910 
01920 L2 
01930 
01940 
01950 
01960 
01970 
01980 
01990 
02000 
02010 
02020 
02030 
02040 L3 
02050 
~2060 GETRT2 
~2070 GETIT2 
02080 GETRT3 
92090 GETIT3 
021~~ GETRT4 
9211~ GET! T4 
02120 RIA 
92130 
02140 GETRT5 
02150 GETIT5 
02160 
02170 RIB 
02180 
02190 
0220~ RIC 
02210 
02220 
02230 RIO 
02240 
02250 
02260 
~2270 
02280 
02290 
02300 
02310 
02320 
02330 
02340 
02350 
02360 
02370 I !A 
02380 
02390 
02400 118 
02410 
02420 
02430 11C 
02440 
02450 
02460 110 
02470 
02480 
02490 
02500 R2A 
02510 
02520 
82530 R2B 
02540 
02550 
02560 R2C 
02570 
02580 
02590 R20 
02600 
02610 
02620 

RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RHB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RHB 
RHB 
RHB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMR 
RMB 
RHB 
RHB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 

LOD 
STD 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 

LOO 
STO 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
HOVE 

LOB 
STB 
ZERO IT 

TERM! 
T£RM2 
TERM! 
T£RM3 
TERM! 
TERH2 
TST 
BEO 
TERM! 
T£RM3 
TERM4 
TST 
BEQ 
TER~4 
TST 
8£0 
TER~4 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
COM 
LOX 
JSR 
LOA 
CMPA 
LBHI 
TST 
BEO 
TERH4 
TST 
BEQ 
TERH4 
TST 
SEQ 
TERH4 
TERH4 
LOA 
CHPA 
LBHI 
TST 
B£0 
TERH4 
TST 
BEQ 
TERH4 
TST 
BEO 
TERH4 
LOB 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
~ 
5 
5 
5 
5 

#0 
ACROSS 
S84F4 
/IX SCALE 
MUL 
#X CORN 
ADO 
#XX 
S8C35 XX-XC+H* XS 

#0 
DOWN 
SB4F4 
#YSCALE 
MUL 
#YCORN 
ADD 
1/BB 
SBC35 88-YC+V*YS 
XX ,AA AA-XX 

il50 ITERATION COUNT 
TIMES 

RT2,AA,AA,BB,BB 
IT2,AA,BB 
RT3,AA,RT2,BB, IT2 
IT3 ,AA,IT2, BB,RT2 
RT4, RT2, RT2, IT2, IT2 
IT4, RT2,1T2 
cs 
RIB SKIP IF NOT 5TH DEGREE 
RT5. RT2, RT3, IT2. IT3 
ITS, RT2 ,IT3, RT3, IT2 
Rl.4.CS,RT5 
C4 
RIC 
Rl,3,C4,RT4 
C3 
RIO 
Rl. 2, C3, RT3 
IIC2 
SBC14 
IIRT2 
MUL 
IIR1 
AOO 
I/C0 
SUB NEGATIVE SUBTRACTION 
S54 SO RE~ERSE THE SIGN 
1/Rl 
SBC35 
R1 EXPONENT OF R1 
11184 
L5 TOO LARGE TO CONTINUE 
C5 
118 
ll,4,C5,1T5 
C4 
llC 
ll,3,C4, IT4 
C3 
110 
11 , 2 , C3, IT3 
12.C2 , ITZ 
11 
#184 
L5 
C5 
R28 
R2, 5, CS, RT4 
C4 
R2C 
R2,4,C4,RT3 
C3 
R20 
R2. 3, C3, RT2 
112 
SBC7C 
IIC2 
HUL 

THE RAINBOW 
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02630 LOX IIAA 
02640 JSR MUL 
02650 LOX #R2 
02660 JSR ADD 
02670 LOX 1/Cl 
02680 JSR ADD 
02690 LOX IIR2 
02700 JSR $8C35 
02710 LOA R2 
02720 CMPA 11184 
02730 LBHI L5 
02740 I2A TST cs 
02750 8EQ I28 
02760 TERM4 I2.5.C5. IT4 
02770 I28 TST C4 
02780 8EQ I2C 
02790 TERM4 I 2. 4 • C4 . IT3 
02800 I2C TST C3 
02810 8EQ I20 
02820 TERM4 I2.3.C3. IT2 
02830 I20 TERM4 I2.2.C2.88 
02840 LOA I2 
02850 CMPA l/184 
02860 L8HI L5 
02870 
02880 GETOE I OX 1/R? COMPUTE THE DENOMINATOR 
02890 JSR $8Cl4 
02900 LOX IIR2 
02910 JSR MUL 
02920 LOX #DE 
02930 JSR $8C35 
02940 LOX III2 
02950 JSH $~Cl4 
02960 LOX III2 
02970 JSR MUL 
02980 LOX II DE 
02990 JSR ADO 
03000 LDX II DE 
03010 JSR SBC35 OE•R2*R2+I2*I2 
03020 LOA $4F DENOMINATOR • S EXPONENT 
03030 LBEO LS BRANCH IF ZERO 
03040 * CMPA l/152 OPTIONAL CHECK 
03050 * LBHS L5 TO SEE IF TOO LARGE 
03060 
03070 GETRR LDX II DE COMPUTE NEW REAL TERM 
03080 JSR SBC14 
03090 LOX IIRl 
03100 JSR DI V 
03110 LDX IIR? 
03120 JSR MUL 
03130 LOX IIRR 
03140 JSR $8C35 

Th~critics willberavingabout this .strategy game~ Based on an original concept by author JeffSteidel, 
Photon is an addictive time-muncher in the spirit of Lemmings"' and TelrisTM. Match wits with 
Ludevide-, the evil power droid, as you rt"aSOn yourwaythrough over 60 devious levels. ThC' numerous 
original music scores. digilzed speech and sound effect&, and plcasinganimationand graphics enrich 
Phaton to make it an unparat:eled gaming experience. Soon to be rdcascdon a variety of computer 
platforms, the CoCo Community is lucky enough to be W.ven first glance at this fantastic pme: Req. 
l28k CoCo-3, disk drive, and jo~tick. 

$34.95 ......•... ..... ·• 

500/o OFF! 
SundogSysterr.s is blowingou-rsclccted back"'tocksoftware, and you can now take advantage of these 
bargains to complete your Sundogc.ollcction! Fora limited time, you can buysomeoflhebestCoCo 
games at SO% offretailpriu!.1 Half off factory-new game software .. you'D never find a better deal! 

Paladin·s Legacy reg. S24.95 now$12.45! 

Hall of the King I , 2, or 3 reg. S29.95 now$14.95! 

Kung-Fu Dude reg. $24.95 now$12.45! 

White ¥ire of Eternity reg. 519.95 now$9.951 

Dragon Blade reg. 519.95 now$9.951 

Champion reg.$19.95 now$9.95! 

03150 
03160 
03170 
03180 
03190 
03200 
03210 
03220 
03230 
03240 
03250 
03260 GET!! 
03270 
03280 
03290 
03300 
03310 
03320 
03330 
03340 
03350 
03360 
03370 
03380 
03390 
03400 
03410 
03420 
03430 
03440 
03450 TESTA 
03460 
034 70 
03480 
03490 
03500 L4 
03510 
03520 
03530 
03540 
03550 L5 
03560 
03570 
03580 
03590 
03600 
03610 
03620 
03630 
03640 
03650 

LDX 
JSR 
LDX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 

LDX 
JSR 
LDX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 
LOX 
JSR 

COMP 
COMP 
EVEN 
PSET 
BRA 
MOVE 
MOVE 
DEC 
LBNE 

LDD 
AOOO 
CMPO 
LBLS 
LDD 
ADDD 
CMPD 
LBLS 
RTS 

END 

II DE 
SBC14 
1111 
D!V 
III 2 
MUL 
IIRR 
ADD 
1/RR 
SBC35 RR•R1 • R2+ll*l2 
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IIDE COMPUTE NEW IMAGINARY TERM 
SBC14 
IIR2 
DIV 
/Ill 
MUL 
III I 
$BC35 
IIDE 
SBC14 
1/Rl 
orv 
//[2 
MUL 
III! 
SUB 
III I 
SBC35 II-R2*Il-Rl*I2 

AA.RR.L4 COMPARE REAL OLD AND NEW 
BB.II.L4 COMPARE IMAGINARY OLD AND NEW 
TIMES. L5 
ACROSS. DOWN 
LS 
RR .AA AA NOW - RR 
II.BB AND 88•11 
TIMES 
L3 

DOWN 
Ill 
WI D 
L2 
ACROSS 
Ill 
LEN 
Ll 

START 

Are You Lost??? 
That's right ... are you at a loss 
when it comes to what's out there 
in the CoCo Market? Do you feel 
like you are disconnected from the 
new 68xxx machines? If you are 
interested in the latest, new prod
ucts for the CoCo and the 'newer 
breed' of machines, write to us at 
the address below and we'll put 
you on our mailing list so that you 
can get the scoop on all the great 
new products coming out for your 
favorite machines. 

JWT Enterprises 
5755 Lockwood Blvd. 

Youngstown, OH 44512 
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FBalurs Program 
! 

----------,.--"'_,_,..... 
/ 

Functional Snapshots 

H ave you ever been doing your 
math homework and found 

yourself thinking, "If only I could sec a 
graph of that equation ... ?"So you pull out 
some graph paper and getto work -whew! 
Graph/tis a CoCo 3 program that takes care 
of the tedious part for you. Graph// can plot 
virtually any function in terms of x andy in 
which y has been " solved for." (Such a 
function is in the form y=j(x).) 

Enter the program as listed, then save it 
to tape or disk before running it. As written, 
Graphlr is designed for use with an RGB 
monitor. The display colors may be differ
ent when the program is used with a color 
composite monitor. When you enter RUN, 
you 'II see the title screen and be prompted 
to choose whether you want the graph drawn 
using vectors or points only. If you press P , 
integral solutions to the function are plot
ted. Selecting the Vector option results in a 
graph using the straightest possible lines 
between consecutive solutions, giving an 
estimation of how the non-integral solu
tions would appear. l11is may diston the 
resulting graph in some cases but can be 
very useful at times. 

At the second prompt you are askro 
whether or not you want a background grid. 
If you press Y, a I 0-by-10-pixel grid is 
drawn in pale green. Generally such a back
ground is helpful as it puts the graph in a 
frame of reference. In conjunction with the 
Points Only option, however, it may be a 
source of eyestrain. In either case, Ibex and 
y axes are drawn in black at the center of the 

YJ.: :::::.•::.•.•.~a-'a•;r_ 
•••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 

·······~·~·i·· OS-9 Hotline 

Merging Shell 

i I would like to know how I can rtwdify 
the modules merged with she 11. I 
would like to replace mdi rand procs 

with di rm and proc./ have tried 10 merge 
shell and those two modules into another 
file,after renaming it to shell and deleting 
the original shell file. But when I reboot 
OS-9, mdi rand procs are still there. 

Alain Pilon ( APILON) 

Brossard, Quebec 
Canada 

!I First you need access to the save 
command, which is included with the 
OS-9 Development System and also 

with Multi-Vue. To retrieve save from the 
Multi-Vue package, insert Disk 2 and load 
pmpts from the CMOS directory, then insert 

screen. The graph of the function appears in 
red. 

You may find it helpful to graph the 
funtion using both vectors and points, and 
with and without the grid. Press ENTER 
after the graph is drawn to return to the title 
screen, at which point you can graph the 
function again using different selections. 

The function to be graphed is stored in 
Line 650. You can modify this line to graph 
nearly any equation. The allowable range (x 
values)is -160through 160, and the domain 
(y values) is -96 through 96. Each pixel 
represents one integral increment on the 
coordinate plane. 

I've included several functions you might 
want to use for experimenting with Graph!/ 
(see Figure I). When entering an equation, 
always remember to use an asterisk (•) for 
multiplication, a slash (f) for division and 
an up arrow to raise x to a power. Experi
ment with algebraic equations such as lines 
(Y-M*X+8), parabolas (Y-A*X'2+B*X+C) and 
trigonometric functions (SIN, COS and TAN). 

Rick Sr. John bet?an wrilinf? prof?rams 
for the Color Computer when he was in the 
third grade. He is currently a junior at 
Stanford University and is majoring in 
political science. Rick can be contacted at 
2131 Glacier Lane, Sama Maria, CA 93455. 
Please include an SASE when requesting a 
reply. 

your boot disk and type save /dd/cmds/ 
save: attr /dd/cmds/save pe pw pr e 
w r. Alternatively, you can download a 
version of save (written by Kevin Darling) 
from either Delphi or CompuServe. If none 
of these options suit your fancy, enter the 
bsave.b09 program shown in Listing I. 
Now boot OS-9, turn on the printer, and 
enter 

ident -s /dd/cmds/shell >/p 

This gives you a list of all the modules 
(programs) currently merged with shell. 
We suggest you create a temporary work
ing directory to prevent the possibility of 
overwriting any files. so type: 

makdir /dd/temp 
chd /dd/temp 

At this point you could save each module to 
a disk one at a time and then merge all the 
modules, although it's easier (and saves 
keystrokes) to let save do most of the grunt 
work for you. The general technique is to 

CoCo3 

The Listing: GRAPH IT 

10 'GRAPH IT 
20 'BY RICK ST. JOHN 
30 'COPYRIGHT (C ) 1992 
40 'BY FALSOFT. INC. 
50 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
100 RGB: WI OTH40: C LS5: POKE65497. 0 
110 PALETTE9 ,8: PALETTE!. 58 
120 ATTR1,4 
130 LOCAH7.2:PRJNT"St. John Sof 
tware Presents ... " 
140 LOCATE16,5:PRINT" -GRA PH IT -" 
!50 LOCATE I2,8:PRINT"Copy right ( 
Cl 1988" 
160 LOCAH13,10:PRINT"By Rick St 
. John" 
170ATTR7,4,B 
180 LOCATE13,17:PR1NT"V Vector 

190 LOCATE13,19:PRINT"P Points 
only"; 

200 ATTR3,4 
210 PRINT 
220 ATTR1,4 
230 FI- INKEYI; IF FI• "V" OR Fl- "v 
" THEN V- 1 ELSE IF Fl- " P" OR Fs
"p" THEN V-0 ELSE 230 
240 ATTR7 .4.B 
250 LOCATE13.17:PRINT" Grid? (y 
In) " 
260 ATTR3,4 
270 PRJ NT: PRJ NT 
280 ATTR1,4 
290 FI-INKEYI: IF FI-"N" OR Fl- "n 
"THEN HCOLOR 1.4:HSCREEN 2:CLS: 
GOTO 390 ELSE IF FIO"Y" AND Fl< 
>"y" THEN 290 
300 HCOLOR 1. 4 
310 HSCRHN 2 
320 C LS 
330 FOR X-5 TO 315 STEP 5 
340 HLINE(X,0)-(X,19ll,PSET 
350 NEXT X 
360 FOR Y-6 TO 186 STEP 5 
370 HLJN[(0,YJ - (320,Yl,PSET 
380 NEXT 
390 HCDLOR 8, 4 
400 HL!NE(!60,0J-(160,191J.PSET 

save the commands in small groups on disk, 
and then to merge all of the temporary files 
together. In your case you want to replace 
mdi r and procs with di rm and proc, so 
begin by loading di rm and proc: 

load dirm 
1 oad proc 

Now save the first group on disk by typing: 

save shell.! shell attr cls ... 

where the ellipsis( ... ) represents any other 
commands in your list. Note that she 11 
must be the first module in the file, so it is 
included ftrst in the list. You probably won't 
be able to fit all the modules on one com
mand line, which is why we saved the first 
group to the file named she 11 . I. You can 
then save the second group of modules by 
typing: 

save shell_ 2 merge proc rename ... 

If you still aren't able to get all modules in 
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410 HLJNE(0,96)-(320.96l.PSET 
420 HCOLOR 3,4 
430 FOR X• -160 TO 0 
440 GOSUB 650 
450 IF Y-999 THEN 470 ELSE OS•"B 
M"+STRI( 160+X )+". "+STRS (I NT( 96+Y 
) ) 
460 DRAW 01 :G-X:GOTO 480 
470 NEXT X 
480 FOR X-G TO 0 
490 GOSUB 650 
500 IF Y-999 THEN 520 
510 IF V•l THEN HLINE-(!60+X,96+ 
Yl. PSET ELSE HSET( J60+X, 96+Y, 7) 
520 NEXT X 
530 FOR X•0 TO 160 
540 GOSUB 650 
550 IF Y•999 THEN 570 
560 IF V• l THEN HLINE-(!60+X,96+ 
Y), PSET ELSE HSET( !60+X,96+Y, 7) 
570 NEXT X 
580 POKE 65496,0 
590 FS-INKEYS: IFFI•CHRI(!3 ) THEN 

RUN ELSE 590 
600 '************************** 
610 '*REPLACE Ll NE 650 WITH AN* 
620 '*EQUATION IN TERMS OF Y&X* 
630 '*EX: 650 Y•.025*X'2+X-80 * 
640 . ************************** 
650 Y-90*SJN(300*Xl 
660 Y--l*Y 
670 IF Y+96<0 OR X+l60<0 OR Y+96 
>191 DR X+160>320 THEN Y- 999 
680 RETURN 

650 Y-X 

650 Y-x·2 

I 

650 Y-.5*X':l+X'2+2'X - 50 

650 Y-SJN(X) 

650 Y-40*SIN(X) 

Figure 1: AIIBrnats Functions 

two groups, continue using a third, founh or 
however many it takes. Once all of the 
modules are saved, merge the resultant files 
and set the attributes: 

merge shell .! she11.2 >shell 
attr shell pe pw pre w r 

Now you can copy the m::w shell fi le to your 
CHDS directory and reboot to make the 
changes active. Before doing this, how
ever, we suggest first running 1 dent to 
make sure the file is clean (all good CRCs 
and module headers). If you get any errors 
from i dent, check the modules in memory 
to make sure they are clean, then start from 
scratch. Just to be extra safe, double check 
the attributes of the file a fter you copy it to 
the CMOS directory. 

Note that if you use bsave. b09, you 
must save each module individually instead 
of in groups. For example, the commands 
used with bsave would be as follows : 

bsave shell 
bsave attr 
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bsave cl s 
bsave cmp 

merge shell attr cl s cmp >shell.! 

rename shell shell.mod 
merge shell.l shc11.2 >shell 
rename /dd/cmds/shell shell. bak 
copy shell /dd/cmds/shell 

Sincemostofthe modules are also avail
able as separate files on disk. you may be 
able to merge them from disk rather than 
save them all frrst. 

We send a big thanks to Randy Wilson 
(RANDYKW!LSON) for providing bsave. 
When we asked on Delphi for ways OS-9 
users could get a save command without 
having to buy the Development System, 
Randy mentioned theM ulti-Vue trick, then 
quickly wrote bsave and offered it to us. 
While the program doesn't support saving 
of multiple modules in one file, it is ex
tremely well-written and worthy of study 
by BASIC09 programmers. This, folks, is 
what the CoCo Community is all about. 

Watch out for the BLOB 
I am having trouble formatting disks 
with OS-9 Level 11-1 intermittently 
encounter Read errors (Error 244) 

during the format process. Some days l can 
format three or four disks with no problem, 
then the next disk bombs. On other days, my 
first attempt fails. To make matters worse, 
when/finally getadiskformartedandtry to 
copy a file to it from my hard drive, the 
system gives me a write-verification error. 
Of course this, too, happens intermittently. 
Please help me before I go crazy. 

Vic Roberts 
Raleil(h, North Carolina 

We recently encountered similar dif
ficulties with one of our CoCo 3 sys
tems here, and we traced the problem 

to the infamous BLOB (boot-list order bug). 
According to Chris Burlce of Burlce & Burlce, 
there are (at least) two theories about BLOB 
problems, the most prevalent of which is 
that certain device-driver and -descriptor 
modules need to be grouped and should 
reside just after an even 8K boundary after 
loading from the OS9Boot file. 

Start OS-9 with the boot disk you ordi
narily use. After you get to the OS9: prompt, 
enter md 1 r e to get a complete module 
directory. We suspect you' ll fmd the disk 
modules (RBF, CC3D1 sk, dO, dl, your hard
disk driver, hO and dd) spread apart and/or 
that they cross an 8K boundary ($2000, 
$4000, $6000, etc.). 

To correct the problem, try using a pro
gram like EZGen (from Burke & Burke) or 
K wikGen (from Gale Force Enterprises) to 
alter the order of the modules in the OS9Boot 
file. Because we had just received the pro
gram for review and wanted to give it a run 
for its money, we used KwikGen (reviewed 
August 1992, Page 6). We frrst grouped the 
modules in the following order: 

RB F 
CC301 s k 
dO 
dl 
BB FHd1 sk 
hO 
dd 

Once the modules were grouped, we 
used KwikGen's Address function and de
termined how to rearrange other modules 
so that the first disk module (RBF) would 
load into memory just after an even 8K 
houndary. Finally, we wrote the modified 
OS9Boot file to disk. We have not had a 
problem since. 

To use EZGen, you would follow a 
similar procedure, though to determine 
where the modules are loading, you'll have 
to reboot with the modified disk and check 
the addresses with rnd1 r e again. You may 
have to repeat this process several times 
before you get RBF properly positioned. 

One final word of advice: Before you go 
about patching, boot the system with a copy 
of the original system disk from Tandy. 
Otherwise you take the chance of repeat
edly encountering the same frustrating Write 
errors you are trying to eliminate. 

Obtaining 
Telecommunications Packages 

/' m working on trying to use OS-9 and 
also learning BASICIJ9. l have been 
subscribing to THE RAiNBOW for a 

number of years, and l keep reading about 
all the information a person can get through 
the OS-9 SIG on Delphi. The question I 
have is how can a person acquire a good 
telecommunications prol(ram withaut hav
ing to spend a good deal of money? There 
are many good programs for Disk BASIC, 
but I haven't seen any in the same price 
range for OS-9. I'm talking about share
ware programs. Please let me know, if you 
can, where I can order a prof? ram of this 
sort. Thank you very much for the OS-9 
Hotline. 

Eddie G. Wilson 
Galax, Virginia 

If you are willing to pay for quality 
software, you can purchase KBCom 
from CoCo PRO! (313-482-8128). 

KBCom is one of the best tenninal pro
grams ever written for OS-9, and its VTl 00 
emulation is exceptional (even better than 
most terminal programs available forMS
DOS-based systems). If you don't want to 
pay~r1li191bftwai¥1 Supercomm 
is included on the November 1991 RAIN
BOW ON DISK, which is available in back
issue form. ~ 

() 

~s 
Irt, lhe full( 199Z instalb:ilent of""OS-~ 

HotFile" (Page 11), we p\lbllshe<! ~mod • 
pate!\ script designed tO §llt up !0-ttacli; 
driv~ undeWS·9 ~velii:Unfottilllately 
we inadvenently swappeil the <>ld-byte 
and n,ew-byie~ersf9t~ sr,eP..me 
change in this script; The tlu:edines .that 
read . " 

.¥ 

c 14 03 00 

'should be changed I~' 

c 14 ~,C! 03 J4t 

We're SOtry for the inconvenience, and 
We hope Olll' nUStal«\ didn' t cause tOO 
much confusion. 

We should also note that the offset 
($14) for the step-rate value isthesamefor 
all floppy-disk descriptors. You should be 
able to use this line to alter the step rate for 
any drive capable of stepping at 6ms. 
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PROCEDURE bsave 
tell <• Written by Randy k. wn son 
H lD t• 6/19/9Z 
&828 (• Releued to publtc do•atn 6/19/92 
B84C ('* 
0BU ('* Not e that th1s procedure can only be used w1th ..odules less 
0880 ('* than 3U tn she: 48K 1f RunB and SysCa11 are •erged together 
I!IBCO ( * 
liU!IDa ( * Also note th<~t due to the p.ra11s needed, thh procedure can 
Bll£ (* only be used 1n "pack"ed fora 
812E 
f!l lZF 
8138 
8142 
8167 
8178 
817f 
elSE 
819E 
01A5 
01A6 
810[ 
01FC 
0282 
82BE 
828F 
8242 
0277 
0270 
0289 
82BA 
02C2 
02EA 
038F 58 
iBlS 
8349 
8357 
8366 
83A2 
8309 
93[8 
83FA 
8416 
041A 

8-4SB 
8452 
8454 
8456 
8457 
8470 
8483 
8480 
048E 
e•cA 
8584 
0542 
8553 
8579 
857C 
0588 
0597 
0589 
85C 8 
05EF 
8681 
0624 
0636 
8638 
063E 
0648 
8641 188 
0657 
0681 
0698 
0603 
0605 
0606 200 
06El 
06E5 
06E6 300 
0708 

PARAM f1 l e_na~~e: STRJN G(64] 
PARAM IIOd_na~~e:STRUG 
TYPE stack-cc.a .b,dp:BYH: x,y,u: INTEGER 
DIM regs:stack 
DIH I_Write: BYTE \ I_Wri te-ISA 
DIM f_L1nk:8YTE \F_Unk-$91!1 
OIM ftl e_tellp,lllod_te•p:STRING[64] 
OJM path: B'I'TE 

(R Test for f1rst para.. ard add a carr1age return to It 
(• If not there, go show usage 
ON ERROR GOTO 101J 
fl l e_te~np-f 11 e_name+CHR$1 13 > 

c• Test for second para111, and add a ca rrlac;~e r eturn 
(• If no t gtven. as surae f1l e and MOdule are san1e nase 
ON ERROR GOTO 288 
MOd_telllp-IKld_name+CHR$( 13) 

(• II ow ask the systeM to f ind the MOdule and up 1t 1 nto 
<• our space so that we can wrk "tth i t 
1• See FSlink, OS9 Tech Manua l . p8 · 23 
ON ERROR 
regs.a-B \I"' IJ for type/language .eans "don't ca r e " 
re gs . x-ADORCIJOd_te•pl 
RUN sysca 1 H F _ ll nk., regs l 
(* Since Bas1c09 wi ll not know about an error In SysCall, we 
(* ttust .anually check the Carry bit of t he CC registe r 
IF LANO(regs.cc ,l)-1 THEN 

IF regs.b-221 THEN 
PRINT "'Hodule ": n.od na1ne: " not found" 

ELSE 
PRiNT .. Error#" ; regs.D; .. wh1l! atte llpt1ng to l ink t o" 

; MOd_name 
[lriDIF 
END 

END I F 

<'"' Found the .-odul e, now open the f11e 
ON ERROR GOTO 399 
CREATE fpath, ftl e_tel'lp 

('"' We now have t he -adul e , .lnd a file to pill 1\. In, b1.1t. how? 
( * Since the ~odul e 1s not 1n a Baste var1abl e , we c.n not 
('"'Just t ell basi c to wr1t e It for 1.1s. So we as k the sys te• to 
('"' do It for us . 
c• See ISWrt te. OS9 Tech Manual, p8 · 64 

0111 ERROR 
regs, ll-regs. u 
regs . a-path 
regs ,y•PEEK< regs. x+2 )•2S6+PE£K( r egs .x+J) 
RUN s yscall(I_N r lle, regs) 
(*' And, again, eanually check for er ror 
IF LANO(reos.cc,l)-1 TH£1 

PRINT "Err<Jr wh11e wrtt lng to "' : f 11e_na~~e; ... " 
PRINT "Err<Jr f .. : r egs .tl 

ENOi r 
CLOSE fpath 
END 

REM pr i nt usage / help 
PRIIIT " Usage: bsave <f1l e name> <•odvle nar~e>" 
PRIIIT .. or" 
PRJIIT- bs a~e <• odule naa.e> uses sue name for file'' 
END 

IIOd_t emp-f t I e_ t emp 
GOTO 59 

PRINT "Coul d not cr eate f1le "; fi l e_temp: "." 
END 
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